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Abstract 

III-V semiconductor nanowires have attracted extensive research interests over the 
past few decades due to their unique geometry and great potential for promoting 
new functionalities in future electronics, light-emitting diodes and solar cells. 
However, in order to push this technology beyond the laboratory level, it is essential 
to combine it with the current Si-based semiconductor industry for affordable 
production. The synthesis of III-As nanowires relies mostly on the use of Au as seed 
particle, which as a result of high diffusivity of Au in Si, limits the possibility to 
integrate III-As nanowires into Si devices. 

The purpose of this thesis is trying to get a better understanding of which properties 
might be desirable for a material to act as seed particle to assist nanowire growth. 

This thesis studies Sn-seeded growth of GaAs, InAs and InGaAs nanowires by 
MOVPE, and how the growth process can be controlled to tailor the nanowire 
morphology and crystal phase to some extent. The in-situ formation of Sn particles 
on various substrates has been investigated. The temperature range and the flow of 
growth precursors for Sn-seeded nanowire growth differ a lot from nanowire growth 
from Au seed particles. In contrast to Au-seeded nanowires, Sn-seeded GaAs and 
InAs nanowires mostly exhibit zincblende crystal phase. Furthermore, a big 
advantage of using Sn as seed material is the simultaneous incorporation of the 
particle material into the nanowire during growth, leading to nanowires with high 
n-type doping profile. 
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Popular Science 

Modern life is full of semiconductors. The word ‘semiconductor’ sounds remote, 
but is actually something that is all round us. Our computers, mobile phones, LED 
lights and almost every modern device we use are all based on semiconductor 
components. As semiconductors have made our lives easier over the past 30 years, 
the semiconductor industry has also grown rapidly from USD 33 billion in 1987 to 
USD 409 billion in 2017. 

Semiconductors have the ability to conduct electricity at some temperatures but not 
others. They occupy a space between conductors such as most metals, and insulators 
such as plastic, rubber and glass. More importantly, however, semiconductors can 
allow current to flow in only one direction and can also amplify a signal. Electrical 
current and voltage can be turned into light using semiconductors, allowing for the 
emission of light. This process also works in reverse.  

The first semiconducting transistor was made in 1948 from germanium, but silicon 
quickly became, and remains, the predominant semiconductor material. One of the 
many advantages of silicon is its cost, with silicon being the second most abundant 
element in the earth’s crust, which is about 28% by mass. However, silicon does not 
convert light into electricity or turn electricity back to light very efficiently. 
Consequently, searching for new semiconductor materials is of great relevance.  

III-V semiconductor materials are composed of elements from the group III and 
group V columns in the periodic table of elements. Their unique properties make 
them ideal for the application of optoelectronic devices. For example, GaAs is 
widely used in lasers, photodetectors and LEDs. There is a current trend towards 
making devices smaller in order to increase their speed and power. Scaling down 
the III-V materials leads to III-V nanowires. Nanowires are considered to be one-
dimensional materials because their diameter is constrained to a few tens of 
nanometres. This can be compared to a strand of human hair, which has a diameter 
of about 80,000-100,000 nm; one hair is therefore comparable in diameter to 1000 
nanowires.  

There are a number of approaches to fabricate III-V nanowires. In this thesis, III-V 
nanowires are synthesized with the help from a catalytic seed particle. The seed 
particle could locally facilitate the chemical reaction and it also acts as a preferential 
collection point for the growth materials. When the growth materials are 
continuously accumulated inside the seed particle and reach a threshold point, the 
solid nanowire would simultaneously precipitates below the seed particle. The one-
dimensional geometry of the nanowire relies on the anisotropic growth rates:  a 
nanowire elongates in the direction with the highest growth rate, and other directions 
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with slower growth rates confine the diameter of the nanowire. The presence of seed 
particle facilitates this anisotropic growth. 

To date, gold nanoparticles have been widely used in III-V nanowire growth. In this 
work, I have studied the feasibility of using alternative seed materials, in particular 
tin (Sn), as catalytic nanoparticles for the growth of III-V nanowires. Understanding 
the properties and the mechanisms of seed particles will allow us to tailor the 
nanowire growth to the characteristics and properties desired for potential device 
applications. 
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1 Introduction 

Gordon Moore predicted in 1965 that the number of transistors on a microprocessor 
chip would double between every generation of about two years [1]. This has been 
the rule of thumb and also the driving force in the semiconductor industry behind 
improvements to the processing speed and capability of the chip. Despite the 
technological developments made in the structural design of transistors, looking for 
ways to develop new materials with nanoscale dimensions is one of the important 
challenges faced in terms of maintaining the pace of advancement in electronics 
performance and the semiconductor industry. The minimization on the size of 
materials can have significant effect on, for example, mechanical, electrical and 
optical properties. This minimization can also be found in different fields of science 
and technology where it could bring new effects into the field. For instance, the 
large surface-to-volume ratio of a nanostructure can increase the efficiency of a 
catalyst. Nanostructures can have various shapes and sizes and can be composed of 
different materials depending on the desired application. Nanowires are one of the 
many types of structures that have attracted much interest in the research community 
over the past few decades.  

1.1 Nanowires 

Nanowires are nanometre-sized rod shape materials that have a length many times 
that of their width. They are constrained in one dimension, with diameters in the 
order of tens of nanometres and lengths of up to a few micrometres. There are 
different types of nanowires made of various materials including metallic nanowires 
(e.g. Ni, Cu), oxide nanowires (e.g. ZnO, SnO2), group IV nanowires (e.g. Si, Ge) 
and group III-V nanowires (e.g. GaAs, InGaAs). III-V nanowires are the focus of 
this thesis. They are binary or ternary compounds composed of elements from group 
III and group V of the periodic table. There are an enormous number of reports 
concerning III-V nanowire-based light emitting diodes [2][3][4], lasers [5][6] or 
solar cells [7][8] that indicate there is great potential for future novel applications.   

The fabrication of III-V semiconductor nanowires is categorized in two general 
ways, namely ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’. The top-down method uses bulk 
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material and removes most of the part with the help of lithographic and etching 
methods in order to leave behind the desired nanostructure. On the other hand, the 
bottom-up method builds up a nanostructure on the substrate from the source supply 
by selectively growing material from the bottom to the top. Bottom up methods of 
fabricating semiconductor nanowires could be a purely physical process like 
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or a more chemical process like chemical vapour 
deposition (CVD). Nanowires can be grown with or without a seed nanoparticle, 
depending on which properties are desired. This thesis will focus on the bottom-up 
method of fabricating III-V semiconductor nanowires with a seed particle using 
metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) which is one type of CVD methods. 
A common bottom-up approach that is used to fabricate III-V semiconductor 
nanowires in MOVPE involves using a metal seed particle to initiate the nanowire 
growth, as shown schematically in Figure 1.1. The seed particles are first formed or 
deposited on the growth substrate. Next, the temperature is increased and the vapour 
source material for the growth is supplied. The seed particles then absorb elemental 
material species to the extent that they reach supersaturation and solid nanowires 
begin to precipitate at the interface of the seed particles and growth substrate. With 
a continuous supply of the growth material, nanowires will preferably continue to 
grow axially. Depending on the phase of the seed particle during nanowire growth, 
the process can be referred to as either vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) or vapour-solid-
solid (VSS).  

 

Figure 1.1 Schematic of a nanowire growth process with a seed particle. 

Au has been used as the seed particle almost ever since this technique was 
developed. However, the ultimate goal is to combine the III-V nanowire with the 
low-cost Si to drive forward the advancement of the semiconductor industry. Au is 
one of the forbidden elements in the Si industry, since Au easily diffuses into Si and 
forms deep trap centres in Si, which will adversely affect the electronic property of 
Si [9][10]. Consequently, exploring alternative seed particle material for nanowire 
growth is highly relevant and important. In this thesis, I demonstrate the use of Sn 
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as the seed particle material for the growth of III-As nanowires. I believe that these 
results are not trivial and are indicative that Sn is an interesting material for initiating 
the growth of nanowires where high n-type doping is desired. Together with what 
have been reported on alternative metal-seeded nanowire growth, I hope this work 
can shed some light on which properties of the seed material are important for 
nanowire growth, and eventually this could lead to a better understanding on 
nanowire growth mechanism. 

1.2 Outline of the thesis 

This thesis focuses on exploring alternative seed particle, in particular Sn, for the 
synthesis of III-V semiconductor nanowires including GaAs, InAs and InGaAs 
material systems.  

The structure of this thesis is as follows: 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the processes involved in the growth technique 
used in this thesis, namely metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE). 

Chapter 3 describes the fundamental principles and the basic understanding of 
nanowire growth. It is followed by introducing the current progress made in the field 
towards achieving gold-free synthesis of nanowires. 

Chapter 4 briefly introduces the properties and the growth of As-based material 
systems in nanowires including GaAs, InAs and InGaAs, which are relevant to my 
work in this thesis. 

The results pertaining to the synthesis and properties of nanowires using Sn 
nanoparticles as a catalyst are presented in Chapter 5. 

Finally, there is a discussion of the outlook for and the potential development of 
nanowire synthesis using alternative seed particles. 
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2 Epitaxial Growth by Metalorganic 
Vapour Phase Epitaxy 

Epitaxy comes from the Greek origin ‘epi’ meaning above, and ‘taxis’ meaning in 
an ordered manner; thus, epitaxy is defined as ordered growth from atoms on a 
crystalline substrate. It is a widely used technique for depositing semiconductor 
materials. The orientation of the deposited layers is strongly dependent on the 
underlying substrate. The term homoepitaxy is used when the grown layers are the 
same material as the substrate; conversely, heteroepitaxy is used when they are not 
of the same material. This growth behaviour always comes with a phase transition 
from the supply phase to the solid crystal phase. The supply phase can be, for 
example, a solution, as in solution phase epitaxy, or a vapour, as in MOVPE, which 
is also the focus of this thesis.  

In this chapter, I will first focus on concepts that are fundamental to MOVPE, then 
move on to the thermodynamic aspect of epitaxy. It will be followed by a discussion 
on the physical processes happening on the substrate surface and also the pyrolysis 
reaction of the precursors. Last but not least, I will discuss the kinetic aspects of 
epitaxy. 

2.1 General concepts about MOVPE 

MOVPE is a chemical vapour deposition technique using metalorganic compounds 
and hydrides as precursors to produce semiconductor crystals on the substrate. As 
its name indicates, this chemical deposition process occurs from vapour phase 
precursors to form solid phase crystals at moderate pressure, usually from 10 to 760 
Torr [11]. It is now, together with molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), the predominant 
technique used to fabricate III-V semiconductor structures. MBE is a physical 
vapour deposition technique that is performed in a high or ultra-high vacuum 
environment, and the growth material is supplied in elemental form which is much 
purer than the metalorganic sources used in MOVPE. In this thesis, all the III-V 
nanowires are synthesized using MOVPE. 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of a MOVPE setup. 

A simplified schematic of a typical MOVPE setup is shown in Figure 2.1. The 
source materials are supplied in the form of metalorganic compounds and hydride 
precursors. Metalorganic compounds are often in a liquid state (like 
trimethylgallium TMGa) or sometimes in a solid state (like trimethylindium TMIn) 
at or below room temperature, which allows for convenient handling. They are kept 
in special containers that we call bubblers, which are kept in temperature-controlled 
baths. To generate metalorganic vapour, carrier gas flows into the bubbler through 
a pipe and is released below the liquid or solid surface of the metalorganics, causing 
bubbles within the metalorganic material. Since the vapour pressure of the 
metalorganic and the total pressure of the bubbler are not supposed to change at a 
set bubbler temperature within the container, abundant metalorganic vapour is 
mixed with carrier gas and transported via pipes into the reactor during growth.  The 
molar flow of the metal organic sources is calculated as: 

 = ( 122.4 lmol ) × × /1 − /  
(2.1) 

where  is the carrier gas flow in ( ), in the setup used in this thesis it is 
the flow of .  is the equilibrium vapour pressure of the metalorganic source 
at a set bubbler temperature, and  is the regulated bubbler pressure. A mass flow 
controller (MFC) and Epison are often used together in order to ensure that the 
different metalorganic precursor flows are at the desired values.  

carrier
gas (H

2
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Hydride sources are stored in gas bottles in gaseous form and are controlled by 
different valves for open and close. 

In a MOVPE system, the geometry of the reactor can vary, for instance a horizontal 
reactor or a vertical reactor. In the former geometry, gas precursors flow laterally 
with respect to the sample substrate, whereas in a vertical reactor, gas precursors 
flow from the top down to the sample substrate. Both types of reactor are used in 
the experimental part of this thesis. The sample substrate is placed on the susceptor 
inside the MOVPE reactor. During a growth run, the susceptor is heated to the 
desired growth temperature and the epitaxial growth then takes place on the 
substrate surface. The residual materials are pumped away through the exhaust pipe. 

MOVPE growth of nanowires is a complicated process because it is sensitive to 
reactor pressure, substrate temperature, the flow of the carrier gas and surface 
chemistry. The growth process involves pyrolysis (decomposition) of the 
metalorganic precursors and the hydrides, substrate surface diffusion of the atoms, 
incorporation of the atoms into the seed particle and nucleation of the nanowire. 

For instance, for GaAs nanowire growth, a group III atom such as Ga is bonded to 
three CH3 molecules to form trimethygalium (TMGa), while group V atom such as 
As can be supplied in either metalorganic form as tertiarybutylarsine (TBAs) or in 
hydride form as arsine (AsH3). The latter As supply form is the one used in the 
experimental part of this thesis. Thus, the overall reaction for the growth of GaAs 
using TMGa and AsH3 can be represented as:  

 Ga(CH3)3 + AsH3 → GaAs + 3CH4 (2.2) 

2.2 Thermodynamic aspects of epitaxial growth 

As mentioned above, there is always a phase transition in epitaxial growth. All the 
transitions or reactions move towards thermodynamic equilibrium where there is 
minimum Gibbs free energy (G).  

Imagine there are two phases of a single substance coexisting in a closed system 
with a constant temperature and pressure, e.g. vapour and liquid. In this coexistence, 
the number of particles in the vapour phase is , the number of particles in the 
liquid phase is  and the total number of particles for this substance is , where  =  + . The Gibbs free energy for vapour and liquid are a function of  and 

 respectively. Assuming that a number of ∆  particles pass from the vapour phase 
to the liquid phase, where ∆ ≪ , ∆ ≪ , there will be a change in the Gibbs 
free energy (∆ )  in this closed system. The change in Gibbs free energy is 
expressed as: 
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 ∆ = ∆ + ∆ = ( − ∆ ) − ( ) + ( + ∆ ) − ( ) (2.3) 

Using Taylor expansion: 

 ∆ = (−∆ ) + (∆ ) = −( − )∆  
(2.4) 

For a vapour-liquid system at equilibrium, the change in Gibbs free energy of the 

system due to this fluctuation of the material should be 0, thus = . 

If > , then ∆ < 0, hence particles can change to liquid phase from the 

vapour phase. 

If < , then ∆ > 0, since all reactions go towards the direction where the 

Gibbs free energy is reduced, particles cannot enter the liquid phase from the vapour 
phase. 

Thus, in non-equilibrium system, particles travel only from the vapour phase with 

the higher  to the liquid phase with the lower , where  is the chemical 

potential. 

Hence, chemical potential  is defined as the incremental change in Gibbs free 
energy with the addition of material in a certain phase at a constant temperature and 

pressure: = ,  

In addition, the difference in chemical potential ∆  between two phases is the 
driving force behind any reactions reaching equilibrium and can be defined as 
supersaturation. The supersaturation between two phases can also be expressed as: 

 ∆ = ln  
(2.5) 

where  and  stand for the partial pressure and equilibrium vapour pressure of 
the same component. 

In our nanowire system, in order to achieve growth, the chemical potential of the 
vapour phase gas precursors ( ) is kept the highest by constantly supplying the 
precursors, and that of the III-V crystals ( )  is the lowest, with the chemical 
potential of the liquid particle ( ) usually in between: 

 > >  (2.6) 

The process of nanowire growth will be discussed in detail in section 3.1.  
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To summarize, in order to determine the direction in which a reaction will go, one 
turns to the difference in chemical potential which is essentially the driving force 
behind any reaction. 

2.3 Physical processes occurring on the surface 

2.3.1 Adsorption and desorption 

When a molecule reaches a surface from the vapour phase, it could be weakly 
bonded to the surface by van der Waals force, which is known as physisorption. The 
physisorbed molecule is usually free to move on the surface, so it can diffuse. After 
a while, the physisorbed molecule can either desorb from surface by gaining enough 
energy or it may become chemisorbed, with chemical bonds being formed with 
surface atoms. The bonds formed in chemisorption are much stronger than those of 
physisorption. These two types of adsorption commonly exist at the vapour-solid 
interface. The fraction of the incoming vapour molecules that remains adsorbed for 
the duration of the experiment is defined as the sticking coefficient, ( ), which is 
usually represented as: 

 = /  (2.7) 

where  is the reaction rate for chemisorption and  is the flux of incoming 
molecules to the surface. The sticking coefficient is equivalent to the fraction of the 
incoming vapour molecules that becomes incorporated into the film. The rate of this 
desorption and adsorption is strongly affected by the substrate surface [12]; for 
example, molecules are bonded more strongly to atomic steps on atomic flat 
surfaces. The passivation of a silicon surface by a layer of H atoms will lead to 
weaker bonds with adsorbates. 

2.3.2 Surface diffusion 

Surface diffusion is a process where the physisorbed molecules are free to travel 
around on the surface before they desorb or become chemisorbed. The distance that 
molecules have travelled before desorption or chemisorption is the diffusion length 
( ), 

 Λ = /  
(2.8) 
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where  is the distance between adsorption sites,  is the pre-exponential factor,  
is the number of adsorption sites per unit area,  is the deposition flux and  is the 
activation energy for diffusion. The diffusion length increases exponentially with T 
at a lower temperature range. However, when T is high enough, the desorption 
becomes dominant and the molecules are more likely to desorb from the surface 
than diffuse or incorporate into the film.   

In the epitaxial growth of III-V nanowires, the predominant supply of group III 
elements comes from surface diffusion. For example, the diffusion length for Ga is 
in the order of a few tens of nanometres [13]. However, surface diffusion for group 
V elements is negligible and the supply of group V elements mostly comes from 
direct impingement from the vapour phase [14]. 

2.4 Pyrolysis of the precursors 

In MOVPE, the transition of material from the vapour phase into a solid crystal 
phase is an essential process. The vapour phase materials consist of metalorganic 
compounds and hydrides and are transferred by a carrier gas such as hydrogen. 
Group III atoms are usually supplied in the form of low vapour pressure 
metalorganics, while group V atoms can be supplied in the form of either high 
vapour pressure hydrides or metalorganics. The process through which gas phase 
precursors dissociate thermally to supply the group III or group V elements is called 
pyrolysis. 

The metalorganic materials are denoted using the format MRn, in which M 
represents the element (e.g. Ga) used for MOVPE, R represents the alkyl (e.g. 
methyl, CH3) and n is the number of alkyl radicals. The trimethyl- sources are most 
often used because of their higher vapour pressures and good stability for the 
purpose of storage. The pyrolysis of metalorganic compounds proceeds by the 
stepwise removal of the alkyl radicals. For example, the process of trimethygalium 
(TMGa) pyrolysis starts with the removal of one methyl radical leading to 
dimethylgalium and then monomethylgalium, and eventually Ga. The pyrolysis of 
hydride takes place through the release of hydrogen radicals one at a time. 

When pyrolysis occurs in the vapour phase, it is called a homogeneous reaction, 
whereas pyrolysis that happens at the interface between vapour and any other phase 
is called a heterogeneous reaction. In MOVPE, both homogeneous pyrolysis and 
heterogeneous pyrolysis should be considered. 

The pyrolysis of unimolecules (involving a single molecule species) becomes more 
efficient with increasing temperature because thermal energy is needed to break the 
chemical bonds and also to overcome the energy barrier. The temperature at which 
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all molecules pyrolyze is referred to as complete pyrolysis. This temperature is 
usually much higher for group V materials in hydride form (e.g. AsH3) than for 
group III materials in metalorganic form (e.g. TMGa) [15]. In a MOVPE reactor, 
there is usually more than one kind of molecule. The pyrolysis can often be 
enhanced by the presence of other molecules. For example, when both TMGa and 
AsH3 are supplied to the reactor, the H radicals released from the hydrides will 
interact with the CH3 group from the metalorganics to form relatively stable CH4. 
Thus, this reaction between TMGa and AsH3 reduces the pyrolysis temperature for 
both precursors [15]. 

When III-V substrates are introduced into the MOVPE reactor, heterogeneous 
pyrolysis takes place and becomes predominant for the hydrides. In ref [16], it is 
reported that the pyrolysis temperature for decomposition of AsH3 can be reduced 
drastically in the presence of a GaAs substrate. 

2.5 Kinetic aspects of epitaxial growth 

Aside from the thermodynamic driving force that allows a reaction to proceed, i.e. 
the supersaturation, kinetic factors determine the growth rate of the reaction. The 
final growth rate is limited by the slowest process in successive steps during 
epitaxial growth. 

During epitaxial growth, there are many temperature-dependent processes, 
including the aforementioned pyrolysis of the precursors, the adsorption and 
desorption of the reactants, and the surface diffusion of the reactants. When a low 
temperature regime is used, the rate-limiting step could be the pyrolysis of one or 
more precursors due to this limiting the supply of certain growth species. Hence, the 
growth reaction rate should ideally increase linearly with temperature. This regime 
is referred to as a kinetically limited growth regime. The nanowire growth in this 
thesis is performed in this regime. In an intermediate temperature regime, the 
pyrolysis of precursors is more efficient than it is at a low temperature. The 
precursor decomposition is much faster than mass transport from the vapour source 
to the growth substrate. This regime is therefore called a mass-transport limited 
growth regime, and the growth rate here is almost independent of temperature. The 
epitaxial layer growth is performed in this regime. When the temperature increases 
further, desorption of the reactants from the substrate back to the vapour phase 
becomes more active. The growth reaction rate decreases in the regime.  

For a kinetics-controlled reaction, the reaction rate (r) is expressed by the Arrhenius 
equation: 
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 = /  (2.9) 

where A is the pre-exponential factor, which is usually temperature independent,  
is the Boltzmann constant, and  is the activation energy. The activation energy is 
the energy barrier to overcome if a reaction is to proceed. Therefore, the rate of a 
chemical reaction is dependent on the temperature and the activation energy, and 
the ultimate growth reaction rate is dependent on the slowest process. 
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3 Epitaxial Growth of Semiconductor 
Nanowires 

Wagner and colleagues first demonstrated the use of Au as a metal seed particle for 
initiating one-dimensional Si whisker growth in the 1960s [17]. Wagner proposed 
the VLS mechanism in order to explain the favourable one-dimensional crystal 
growth under the gold particle. The liquid particle acts as a collection site for the 
material and alloys with Si or Ge for the growth of group IV nanowires. A few 
decades later, in the early 1990s, Hiruma and colleagues demonstrated the synthesis 
of GaAs nanowires in MOVPE with diameters down to 10 nm [18][19]. Since then, 
many groups have explored the growth of III-V nanowires of different material 
systems using various growth techniques [20][21][22][23]. For particle-assisted III-
V nanowire growth, a liquid droplet, usually gold, alloys with group III element, for 
example Ga or In atoms, for the growth of GaAs or InAs nanowires [24][25][26]. 
Aside from particle-assisted growth, a number of other methods, including 
selective-area epitaxy [27][28] and oxide-assisted growth [29][30], have been 
adopted and proposed in the last few years.  Today, catalytic particle-assisted growth 
is still the predominant process used in the fabrication of III-V nanowires. 

At present, the catalyst seed particle used to initiate III-V nanowire growth is almost 
exclusively gold. The universal reliance on and success of gold as an initiator for 
nanowire growth in this field could be attributed to its moderate melting point; it 
easily forms low-melting alloys with other materials like Ga; and its stability with 
exposure to oxygen. There is an interesting review paper discussing the properties 
of Au and the advantages of using Au to assist nanowire growth [31]. However, 
there is a big concern that Au will diffuse into the semiconductor nanowires and 
degrade the properties of the material. As early as 1965, Barns and Ellis reported 
the growth of GaAs and GaP whiskers using gold, palladium and platinum as the 
liquid seeds, which indicated that there could be various choices of seed particle 
material besides Au [32].   

In this chapter, I will first introduce the theory of nanowire nucleation and crystal 
structures in nanowires. I will continue with a brief review of different methods for 
achieving Au-free nanowire growth. The properties of Sn, which is the chosen seed 
particle material in this thesis, will be discussed at the end. 
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3.1 Nanowire nucleation theory 

Considering the case of vapour-solid deposition, where the supply phase is vapour, 
the chemical potential of the vapour phase is increased by, for example, supplying 
material. However, in thermodynamic equilibrium, where the system has its lowest 
total energy, the chemical potential of the vapour phase must be equal to that of the 
solid phase. The difference in chemical potential between the vapour phase and the 
solid phase is retained by continuously supplying material in the vapour which leads 
to a supersaturation (Δ ). The supersaturation is the thermodynamic driving 
force behind atoms moving from the vapour phase to the solid phase, which can thus 
reduce the total energy of the system.  

In classical nucleation theory, several atoms first diffuse and then come together to 
form a small nucleus. The minimum size this nucleus has to be in order to be stable 
and start growing bigger is called the critical radius. Assuming a spherical nucleus 
with a radius of  formed on a substrate in an ideal system, the total change in Gibbs 
free energy (∆ ) per nucleus is: 

 ∆ = − 43 ∆ + 4  
(3.1) 

where ∆  is the supersaturation between the two phases,  is the molar volume of 
the nucleus and  is the interfacial energy (surface energy) between the nucleus 

and the vapour. The first term (− ∆ ) is the volume term which causes a 

reduction in Gibbs free energy due to the formation of the nucleus, and the second 
term (4 ) is the interface term that increases the Gibbs free energy because of 
the newly formed interface of the nucleus. The critical radius ( ∗) is achieved when ∆  has the maximum and 

(∆ ) = 0. Thus, we obtain 

 ∗ = 2 ∆  
(3.2) 

The critical radius is dependent on the surface energy, molar volume of the nucleus 
as well as supersaturation. As shown in Figure 3.1, the surface energy term is 
dominant for a small nucleus. As the nucleus grows, ∆  will increase, which is not 
thermodynamically favourable. The nucleus is not stable in this regime, and the size 
of nucleus could shrink. Beyond the critical radius ( ∗), the first volume term 
becomes dominant. Further growth of the nucleus can lower the Gibbs free energy, 
and the nucleus becomes stable. Once a stable nucleus is formed, it will act as a 
preferential collection site for the material and will start to grow bigger. The Gibbs 
free energy at the critical radius (∆ ∗)  is the energy barrier to overcome for 
nucleation to occur. 
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Figure 3.1 Total change in Gibbs free energy for a nucleus to form. The red line represents the interface term and the 
yellow line reprsents the volume term. Once the critical radius (r*) is achieved, the nucleus will be stable and will 
continue to grow. 

In the case of particle-assisted nanowire growth, a liquid seed particle, usually Au, 
is introduced to the system. Two relative supersaturations should be considered, the 
supersaturation between vapour and liquid (∆ ) and the supersaturation between 
liquid and solid (∆ ). When the system reaches steady-state growth ∆ =∆ + ∆ . In order to maintain the right direction for nanowire growth, i.e. that 
materials are accumulating inside the liquid seed particle from the vapour and 
nanowires are solidifying and precipitating below the liquid particle, ∆  and ∆  have to be positive. Thus ∆ > ∆ , which implies that the vapour-solid 
growth should be favoured over particle-assisted nanowire growth. However, if the 
nucleation barrier and thus the critical radius for a nucleus to form at the particle 
nanowire interface are smaller than that for a nucleus to form on a substrate, the 
particle-assisted nanowire growth will be favoured. In Eq. 3.2, besides 
supersaturation, the surface energy term of the nucleus can affect the size of the 
critical nucleus. 

Consider three different cases in Figure 3.2, marked as A, B and C, respectively. A 
represents a nucleus forming on substrate, whereas B represents a nucleus forming 
at the interface between the particle and nanowire and C represents a nucleus 
forming at the triple phase boundary (where vapour, liquid particle and nanowire 
meet). Assuming that the three nuclei have the same crystal structure and 
composition as the substrate and the nanowire, the top facets of the nuclei are 
therefore equivalent to the surfaces’ facets before the nuclei were formed. So, only 
the side facets of nuclei will contribute to the total Gibbs free energy. 

∆G
(r)

r*

interface free energy

∆G*

volume free energy

radius(r)
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Assuming the nuclei have the same height (ℎ)  and a perimeter length ( ) , for 
nucleus A, which is formed on substrate, the increase in Gibbs free energy from the 
creation of newly formed surfaces is: 

 ℎ  (3.3) 

For nucleus B, which is formed at the interface between particle and nanowire, the 
increase in Gibbs free energy is: 

 ℎ  (3.4) 

For nucleus C, which is formed at the triple phase boundary, the fraction of side 
facets that is exposed to vapour phase is represented as  and the contact angle of 
droplet is . The increase in Gibbs free energy for nucleus C is: 

 ℎ (1 − ) + ℎ − ℎ  (3.5) 

Here, the interfacial energies are the vapour-solid, ( ), the vapour-liquid, ( ) 
and the liquid-solid, ( ) . Considering the Young’s equation at the particle 
nanowire interface, for a stable liquid particle sitting at the tip of the nanowire, the 
horizontal components of the surface forces need to be balanced: 

 = −  (3.6) 

 

Figure 3.2 Geometry of nuclei in three different positions for nanowire growth with contact angle  for the seed 
particle. A. on substrate; B. at the interface between seed particle and nanowire; C. at the triple phase boundary. 

Typical wetting angles of 100–130 degrees for GaAs nanowire growth are observed 
in the in-situ experiment [33], thus < . For Au-seeded GaAs nanowires,  
is 1.3–2.2 J/m2 depending on the facet [34]. The seed particle is assumed to be a 
binary liquid alloy consisting of Au and Ga. Since the low surface energy 
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component of a binary alloy tends to segregate to the surface in order to minimize 
the energy of the alloy, it is reasonable to assume that  should be between 1.15 
J/m2 and 0.72 J/m2 [35]. Therefore, it can be assumed that < , and overall, it 
can be assumed that in most cases < < .  

Now we can go back to the three cases in Figure 3.2. Nucleus A has the highest 
increase in Gibbs free energy. It therefore has the highest nucleation barrier to 
overcome and thus the slowest growth rate. Compared to nucleus A, nucleus B has 
a smaller increase in Gibbs free energy due to the replacement of  with , 
resulting in a faster growth rate for the particle-assisted nanowire growth.  

In case C, the increase in Gibbs free energy is smaller than that in case B. Because 
the increase in Gibbs free energy due to the creation of the vapour-solid interface is 
compensated by removal of a part of the liquid-solid and the vapour-liquid interface. 
Thus the formation of a nucleus at the triple phase boundary is favoured over the 
formation of a nucleus at the centre of the interface between particle and nanowire. 

After a stable nucleus is formed, the nanowire will grow in a step flow mechanism 
and a layer of the material will precipitate at the interface between the liquid particle 
and the nanowire growth front [36]. 

Recently, it has been shown through direct observation of GaAs nanowire growth 
by in-situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) that a truncation appears at the 
triple phase boundary of the zincblende nanowire, which is rapidly filled with 
nanowire step flow [33]. The supersaturation within the seed droplet will be reduced 
during the step growth but will increase again until the next layer starts to nucleate. 

Apart from the VLS mechanism, nanowire growth has also been reported to occur 
through a VSS mechanism. In VSS growth, a solid metal seed particle is responsible 
for initiating nanowire growth. The particle is in solid phase due to the melting 
temperature of the metal material being higher than the growth temperature or 
because no low-temperature eutectic alloy exists at certain compositions. Compared 
to the traditional VLS mechanism, VSS growth usually has a relatively low growth 
rate, which could be probably due to the lower solubility and diffusivity of the 
growth species in a solid seed particle. In 2007, Kodambaka and colleagues 
demonstrated Ge nanowire growth assisted by Au particles with in-situ TEM. They 
observed that Ge nanowires can be grown from Au particles in both liquid and solid 
states under identical growth conditions, while growth via the VSS mechanism has 
a much lower growth rate than that of the VLS growth [37]. It has also been 
suggested that nanowires grown by the VSS mechanism often lack epitaxial 
alignment with the growth substrate, which could be due to the interface between 
the solid seed particle and the nanowire growth front. However, the limited 
solubility of the growth species in the solid seed particle could also be beneficial in 
terms of growing nanowire heterostructures with atomically sharp interfaces 
[38][39]. In summary, although the VSS mechanism has drawbacks in terms of its 
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slower growth rate and the unstable interface between the particle and nanowire 
growth front, it can still be beneficial to achieve sharp interface in the growth of 
axial heterostructure nanowire which makes it a complement to the well-established 
VLS mechanism. 

3.2 The crystal structure of III-V nanowires 
In an ideal crystal, the atoms are arranged periodically in three dimensions. The 
smallest group of atoms that the entire crystal can be built from is called a unit cell. 
The unit cell determines the symmetry and structure of the crystal lattice. III-V 
semiconductor materials are usually found in a zincblende (ZB) crystal structure in 
bulk, with one exception being that when the group V element is nitrogen, the bulk 
material exhibits in a wurtzite (WZ) structure. However, in III-V nanowires, crystal 
structures ranging from pure ZB to pure WZ, with mixed compositions such as 
ZB/WZ or randomly and periodically twinned ZB have been observed. III-V 
nanowires are usually grown in a <111> direction for ZB and an equivalent  <0001> 
direction for WZ structures.  

The differences between the ZB and WZ crystal structures are the shape of their unit 
cells and their stacking sequences. In the case of WZ structures, the unit cell has a 
hexagonal shape and the atomic planes are arranged in the <0001> direction as 
…ABAB…, where every second bilayer is repeated. In the case of ZB structures, 
the unit cell has a cubic shape and the atomic planes are arranged in the <111> 
direction as …ABCABC…, where every third bilayer is repeated. ZB and WZ are 
both close-packed crystal structures. The stacking sequences in the close-packed 
direction for ZB and WZ are shown schematically in Figure 3.3a and b. ZB and WZ 
crystal structures are demonstrated along the <110> and <11-20> direction in Figure 
3.3c and e, respectively. In the Ramsdell notation system, WZ is called 2H, denoting 
two bilayers repeating with hexagonal stacking, whereas ZB is called 3C, 
representing three bilayers repeating with cubic stacking. A longer repetitive 
segment in the crystal structure can be denoted as the number of bilayers and a letter 
representing the crystal system they belong to. For instance, a 4H structure has been 
observed in Cu-seeded nanowires and this has the stacking order of 
…ABACABAC… . Since the only difference between these crystal structures is the 
stacking sequence of the bilayers, they are examples of polytypes that can be 
observed in nanowires.  

Rotational twin is one of the common crystal defects observed in nanowires with a 
ZB structure. The rotational twin is considered to be a segment of ZB crystal 
structure rotated 60 degrees around the <111> direction, as shown in Figure 3.3c 
and d. Therefore, the stacking sequence changes from …ABCABC… to, for 
instance, …CBACBA… . The plane that separates two twinned segments is called 
the twin plane. 
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Figure 3.3 Schematic demonstration of the close-packed stacking sequences in a) wurtzite and b) zincblende. ZB 
crystal structure viewed along the <110> direction in c). Twin formed by rotation along the <111> direction in d). WZ 
crystal structure viewed along <11-20> direction. 

The ZB crystal structure has two opposite polarities when considering the {111} 
and {-1-1-1} plane families, where the former planes are terminated by group III 
atoms and are called the (111)A planes, and the latter planes are terminated by group 
V atoms and are called the (111)B planes. These planes with different polarities 
have different properties, for example surface energy, which could affect the 
nanowire growth. It has been reported that substrate orientation can lead to 
difference in crystal quality for GaAs nanowires [40]. 

The interfacial energies considered in the formation of a new nucleus determine 
whether it is a ZB or WZ nucleus. Consider case C in Figure 3.2, where the nucleus 
forms at the triple phase boundary. The vapour-solid interfacial energy ( ) should 
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be considered when calculating the total change in Gibbs free energy for the nucleus 
to form using Eq. 3.5. The vapour-solid interfacial energy is facet dependent and 
WZ generally has a lower interfacial energy (surface energy) than ZB. Thus the 
nucleation in WZ could be favoured at the triple phase boundary. The interfacial 
energy also depends on the vapour environment which might lead to surface 
reconstruction of the facet [41]. In Eq. 3.5, the vapour-liquid interfacial energy ( ) 
should also be considered during nucleation. It has been suggested that the 
surfactant effect of group V material could decrease , which promotes ZB 
formation [42].  The use of dopant has been reported to promote both ZB and WZ 
formation under different conditions [43][44].  

3.3 Alternative approaches for III-V nanowires growth 

3.3.1 Selective area epitaxy and self-seeded nanowire epitaxy 

Selective area epitaxy (SAE) is a growth technique that uses a lithographically 
designed dielectric mask with openings on substrate. The concept of selective area 
was proposed in as early as 1960s for Si deposition [45]. It has subsequently been 
successfully developed to grow III-V nanowires by well-controlled growth 
conditions that favour axial growth but reduce the lateral overgrowth . The 
nucleation and growth of nanowires are restrained within the pre-defined openings. 

Motohisa and colleagues demonstrated uniform selective area epitaxy grown GaAs 
and InGaAs nanowires on (111)B III-V substrates, high aspect-ratio nanowires can 
be achieved by optimizing the pre-patterning of the openings [46].  Later in 2007, 
Ikejiri and colleagues discovered that in selective area epitaxy, the nanowire growth 
rate is exclusively dependent on the growth conditions favouring the formation of 
specific facets and enhancing only axial growth [47]. Tomioka and colleagues 
demonstrated the selective area growth of Si-doped InGaAs nanowires and 
InGaAs/InP/InAlAs/InGaAs radial heterostructures on Si substrate and their 
application as high-performance vertical transistors [48]. This method allows the 
implementation of III-V nanowires directly onto a Si substrate, which offers great 
potential to allow the fabrication of cheaper Si-based III-V devices. SAE nanowire-
based solar cells have also been demonstrated [49]. However, this technique 
involves expensive and complicated substrate preparation and the one-dimensional 
growth of nanowires is entirely reliant on selected growth parameters at a relatively 
higher growth temperature. This makes the suitable growth parameter window 
narrower compared to other techniques. The crystal phase control in nanowires is 
generally challenging in this technique, since high growth temperature is usually 
associated with twins or defects in the formation of nanowires [50]. Furthermore, 
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the radial growth on the side facets is never entirely suppressed, and the aspect ratio 
is thus limited. 

III-V nanowires can also be grown with the low melting point group III material 
(Ga or In) that comprises the III-V nanowire as the seed particle. This method is 
called self-seeded growth as there is no foreign element used to initiate growth. In 
this growth mechanism, a relatively high group III flow is normally used to form 
liquid droplets prior to the nanowire growth. Since the seed particle material is one 
component of the nanowire, it is gradually consumed during nanowire growth. As 
a result, the growth parameters like V/III ratio and temperature need to be carefully 
controlled during nanowire growth in order to maintain the stability of the seed 
droplet. In much of the literature concerning self-seeded nanowires, the role of a 
thin oxide layer on the substrate cannot be neglected [51][52]. Essentially, it is 
suggested that the oxide layer facilitates the formation of Ga droplets [53]. 
Therefore, fine treatment of the substrate prior the growth is of great importance to 
initiating the droplet formation and thus the nanowire growth in self-seeded 
nanowire growth. 

One of the first reports on In-seeded nanowires in MOCVD was published in 2005 
by Novotny and colleages [54]. They showed that with an important annealing step 
prior to nanowire growth, vertically aligned single crystalline InP nanowires can be 
achieved on InP substrate. In 2010, Yu and colleagues demonstrated the 
implementation of InP nanowires directly growing on Si substrate with the use of 
In droplets [55]. In the same year, self-seeded InAs nanowire growth directly on Si 
with a thin oxide layer was realized [56]. It has also been demonstrated that it is 
possible to observe the formation of ZB, 4H, and WZ crystal structures in InSb 
nanowires by controlling the V/III ratio [57]. Furthermore self-seeded ternary 
nanowires including InAs1-xPx, InAs1-xSbx and InP1-xSbx have also been reported 
[58][59][60]. 

Together with In, Ga droplets have also been used for the growth of Ga-assisted 
nanowires. Ga has been used for the growth of highly controlled GaAs nanowires, 
mostly in MBE [61][62][63]. Pure ZB phase and pure WZ phase can be observed in 
self-seeded GaAs nanowires through fine control of the growth conditions [61][64]. 
Ternary Ga-seeded GaAs1-xSbx nanowire growth with a wide range of composition 
tunability and a high crystal phase purity has been reported [65].    

It is generally very challenging and complex to adapt self-seeded growth for an axial 
heterostructure system in which the group III species is changed. Maintaining a 
group III droplet with a stable size and composition over time by balancing the 
consumption and accumulation of group III material is crucial to achieving 
homogeneous nanowire growth. This process is challenging as it is determined 
exclusively by the growth conditions, thus any change in the growth parameters 
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would affect the nanowire growth. For example, reverse tapered morphology in 
GaAs nanowires is observed with an increase in the size of the Ga seed droplet [66].  

3.3.2 Alternative foreign metal-seeded nanowires 

Selective area epitaxy and self-seeded epitaxy are well-developed methods for the 
growth of III-V nanowires that can offer great advantages in terms of the cleanliness 
and purity of the resulting material. In principle, however, these two techniques have 
relatively narrow growth windows for favouring one-dimensional growth or 
retaining the stability of the liquid seed droplet. If foreign metal seed particles are 
considered as a whole group, the suitable parameter space is thus much broader 
compared to other techniques. In recent years, III-V nanowire growth with non-gold 
foreign metal seed particles has been explored using, for example, Cu, Pd, Ag, and 
Mn [67][68][69][70]. Instead of the traditional VLS mechanism, VSS growth is 
often proposed in alternative foreign metal-seeded nanowire growth. As previously 
mentioned in section 3.1, in VSS growth, a solid metal seed particle rather than a 
liquid droplet is responsible for initiating nanowire growth. 

In order to achieve high-performance nanowire-based devices and study different 
polytypic structures, the crystal phase control of III-V nanowires needs to be 
investigated. As discussed in section 3.2, aside from the thermodynamic equilibrium 
phase ZB, the WZ phase is also commonly observed in nanowire systems. A highly 
controlled crystalline phase has been achieved with Au-seeded nanowires [71][72]. 
There are also indications that alternative foreign metal seed materials have the 
ability to tune the crystal phase in the resulting nanowires. For instance, several 
groups have proposed that the nanowire crystal structure is strongly dependent on 
the state of the metal seeds. Han and colleagues proposed that GaAs nanowires 
possess a ZB structure when the seed particle is cubic NiGa, while WZ GaAs 
nanowires are associated with hexagonal Ni2Ga3 seed particles [73]. Oliveira and 
colleagues observed that InP nanowires adopt the pure WZ crystal phase with Ag 
seed particles at higher temperatures and In precursor flow, where growth via the 
VLS mechanism is expected; whereas, at lower temperatures and In precursor flow, 
InP nanowires have mixed WZ/ZB segments, which the authors claimed are similar 
to self-seeded InP nanowires [74]. Moreover, alternative metal seed particles could 
lead to unique polytypism. For example, although a short segment of 4H crystal 
phase has been observed in nanowires [57], Hillerich and colleagues observed a 4H 
polytypism segment up to 100 nm in length in Cu-seeded InAs nanowire [75]. This 
long segment 4H structure has never been observed in any gold-seeded InAs 
nanowires. 

Growth along the [-1-1-1] direction is commonly observed in Au-seeded III-V 
nanowire growth. This growth direction is also associated with a high density of 
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stacking defects. There are a few factors that could affect the nanowire growth 
direction, for example substrate crystal direction, substrate surface chemistry, as 
well as the state and the surface energy of the seed particle [40][76]. Various growth 
directions have been observed for alternative foreign metal-seeded nanowires. 
Regolin and colleagues observed Fe-seeded GaAs nanowires along the <1 1 0> and 
<1 0 0> directions [77]. Heun and colleagues demonstrated Pd-seeded InAs 
nanowires growing in the  [1 1 1] direction [78]. It has been also proposed that the 
growth direction could affect the crystal structure of the resulting nanowire [79]. 
Lindberg and colleagues demonstrated that the use of Ag could initiate GaAs 
nanowire growth in both the [-1-1-1] and the [1 0 0] directions under identical 
growth conditions, with WZ nanowires being observed along the [-1-1-1] direction, 
while ZB nanowires can be achieved along the [1 0 0] direction [80]. 

The incorporation of foreign metal seed material into the nanowire is always 
expected at the growth temperature. Although a low concentration of Au has been 
detected in Si nanowires [81], Au is still considered detrimental to Si nanowires due 
to the deep traps that are formed [9][10]. Whether Au is also harmful to III-V 
nanowires is still under debate. However, there is strong evidence that Au degrades 
the optical and electrical properties of III-V nanowires [82][83]. Direct imaging of 
Au diffusion into III-V nanowires has also been reported [84]. Thus, by using 
alternative foreign metal seed particles, it is effectively possible to avoid Au 
diffusion into the nanowire. On the other hand, the use of alternative foreign 
materials allows exotic properties from the seed material to be introduced into the 
nanowire through the incorporation of the seed particle. For example, Mn is 
expected to act as a dopant in III-V nanowires and form ferromagnetic 
semiconductors, which is ideal for the study of spin-related physics [85].  Martelli 
and colleagues accomplished the growth of GaAs nanowires by using Mn seed 
particles in MBE and achieved p-type doped GaAs nanowires from Mn [86]. Their 
aim is to obtain a magnetic semiconductor through the incorporation of Mn atoms 
into the nanowires.  

Historically, the use of alternative foreign metal seed particles in the growth of 
group VI nanowires (Si and Ge) has been investigated much more than it has in the 
growth of III-V nanowires. Most of the metal seed particles that have been reported 
being used in the growth of III-V nanowires, e.g. Cu, Ag, Mn, Sn, Ga and In, have 
also been demonstrated in the growth of group IV nanowires 
[87][88][89][90][91][92]. In addition to that, Ti, Al, Co and Sb as well as binary 
alloys consisting of two foreign metal materials like AlAu, AgAu, have also shown 
promising potential as seed materials for group IV nanowire growth 
[93][94][95][96][97][98].  

In 2000, Kamins and colleagues demonstrated for the first time the growth of Si 
nanowires with alternative foreign metal seeds made of Ti. They also suggested that 
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Si nanowires were grown from solid TiSi, as the nanowire growth temperature is far 
below the eutectic temperature of bulk Ti and Si [93]. Later in 2009, Wen and 
colleagues demonstrated Cu-catalysed Si nanowires with in-situ TEM. They 
observed that the nanowire growth is via the VSS mechanism and that the nanowire 
growth is predominantly along the <110> direction but also that the growth is 
dependent on the alignment of the solid Cu particle on the substrate [38]. That same 
year, Wen and colleagues demonstrated an atomically sharp interface in the growth 
of Si/Ge heterostructure nanowires with AlAu alloy as the catalyst [39].  

Furthermore, the potential for self-doping through the intentional incorporation of 
atoms into the group IV nanowires has been shown to be feasible. It has been 
demonstrated that the use of Al as a growth catalyst, instead of the usual gold, can 
yield an effective p-type doping in Si nanowires [94].  

Sn nanoparticles have been used for the growth of Si and Ge nanowires for high 
performance battery applications [99][100]. It has also been shown that in the 
growth of Si nanowire with In-Sn binary alloy, Sn is incorporated into the nanowire 
during the growth [101]. 

The previous examples demonstrate that carefully choosing an alternative metal 
seed particle potentially allows the observance of unique polytypism and different 
growth directions in nanowires, which cannot otherwise be achieved by using Au. 
Ideally, the incorporation of different seed materials may also give the nanowire 
interesting properties such as magnetism and self-doping. However, the number of 
publications concerning these alternative seed particles is negligible compared to 
the huge number of publications from the nanowire community as a whole, where 
the use of Au as the catalyst seed particle is predominant. The lack of basic 
understanding of the role of specific metal materials in III-V nanowire growth and 
the properties they impart makes it difficult to predict which metal seed particle can 
be used to successfully grow III-V nanowires with the desired properties. However, 
the relatively enormous amount of work that has been done on alternative foreign 
metal seed particles assisting the growth of Si and Ge nanowires is not irrelevant 
here. It hints that there is great potential to extrapolate this to III-V nanowire growth. 
Thus, it is interesting to explore and investigate nanowire growth behaviour by using 
other metal materials as seed particles.  

3.3.3 Properties of Sn 

Sn is a group IV element and has low melting point (232°C). Thus, it is very likely 
to remain in the liquid phase during nanowire growth. It will, in principle, allow the 
VLS growth mode with a relatively high growth rate compared to the VSS mode in 
which the seed particle remains solid during the growth. Moreover, unlike most low-
melting elements, Sn has relatively low vapour pressure, which is even comparable 
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to that of Ga and In, making it possible to easily form droplets at high temperatures. 
When the system is continuously supplied with Sn vapour material, the excess 
vapour material would prefer to condense and form liquid droplets in order to reach 
thermodynamic equilibrium. Sn is also a well-known dopant in III-V materials and 
could, in principle, be amphoteric, which means it can either be p-type or n-type 
dopant, depending on whether it occupies the position of group III or group V 
element. It would be interesting to see whether the type of dopant can be tuned by 
manipulating the growth parameters. 

The metalorganic form of Sn commonly used in MOVPE systems is tetraethyltin 
(TESn, a Sn atom bonded to four CH2CH3), which is available as a dopant precursor. 
TESn has been used as dopants for GaAs layers in MOVPE [102]. Parsons and 
colleagues observed that the incorporation of Sn is not dependent on temperature in 
the range of 650°C to 700°C, but linearly on the molar fraction of TESn, which 
indicates that the complete pyrolysis of TESn happens in that range. In CBE 
systems, an increase in the free carrier concentration is reported up to 570°C, which 
suggests the decomposition temperature of TESn is estimated to be 570°C for a 
complete decomposition in CBE systems [103]. It has also been demonstrated that 
in MBE system, Sn can be deposited in the form islands on GaAs substrate at 
temperatures above 470 K [104]. Thus, we chose Sn as a promising candidate for 
III-V nanowire growth with the potential to form liquid droplets in-situ the MOVPE 
system. 
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4 III-As Semiconductor Nanowires 

III-As-based semiconductor materials are composed of the group III elements, Al, 
Ga and In combined with As to form materials like AlAs, GaAs, InAs as binary 
materials, and InGaAs, AlGaAs, AlInAs as ternary materials. In this chapter, the 
focus of the discussion will be on three materials: GaAs, InAs and InGaAs.  

4.1 GaAs and InAs nanowires 

GaAs has a direct band gap which allows for efficient light-to-electricity conversion, 
and a higher electron mobility compared to Si. GaAs-based single junction solar 
devices exhibit the highest efficiency of about 28% [105]. GaAs nanowires have 
been extensively investigated in the past few decades for various applications 
including transistors, light emitting diodes, solar cells and lasers [4][5][8][106]. In 
order to achieve good quality and efficiency in the device applications, the 
morphology, crystal structure and doping profile of GaAs nanowires needs to be 
controlled through the growth process. 

Au-catalysed GaAs nanowire synthesis has been a great success in different growth 
systems such as MBE and MOVPE [72][107][108]. For example, in MOVPE, GaAs 
nanowire growth can be obtained from at least 330°C to 575°C, with V/III ratios 
from as low as 0.6 to as high as 240 [50][72]. Au-seeded GaAs nanowires have been 
observed to exhibit a very strong preference to grow along the (111)B direction, 
while this direction has a tendency to form stacking defects. In addition to the 
commonly observed unidirectional nanowire growth, other growth directions have 
been observed and studied to a limited extent [40][76]. Transferable planar GaAs 
nanowires have also been demonstrated on (110) GaAs substrate [109]. Au-seeded 
GaAs nanowires can have mixed crystal structures, but controlled crystal structures 
from pure ZB to pure WZ have been achieved in Au-seeded GaAs nanowire growth 
using MOVPE [72]. It has been shown that pure WZ crystal phase is achieved within 
a limited V/III ratio range; beyond this range, a mixed crystal phase and a pure ZB 
phase could be obtained under selected conditions. Furthermore, an atomically 
sharp interface has been realized in ZB/WZ GaAs heterostructures with a precisely 
controlled length in each segment, allowing the study of band structure [110][111]. 
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Adding external dopants during GaAs nanowire growth can induce artificial 
twinning superlattice structures [112].  

InAs is a versatile material because it has a relatively narrow bad gap (0.36 eV) and 
high electron mobility (20000 cm2V-1s-1) in bulk material compared to most other 
III-V materials. It is ideal for infrared detection, which is of great interest in 
photodetectors [113][114]. InAs is known to have a large g-factor which makes 
InAs nanowires a great candidate for the study of spin-related fundamental physics; 
for instance, it has been used for the study of Majorana fermions [115]. The growth 
of Au-seeded InAs nanowires has been extensively investigated. As with Au-seeded 
GaAs nanowires, crystal phase control has been achieved on Au-seeded InAs 
nanowires. Everything from pure ZB to pure WZ, as well as designed twin-plane 
superlattices are observed in Au-seeded InAs nanowires in MOVPE [41][116]. It 
has been found that the crystal structure of InAs nanowires is strongly dependent on 
the nanowire diameter. Achieving a pure ZB crystal phase in InAs nanowires with 
small diameters has been shown to be challenging [116]. There are very few reports 
in the literature of Au-seeded InAs nanowires growing in directions other than the 
predominant [-1-1-1] direction. However, there are exceptions indicating that InAs 
nanowires growing along <001> directions possess a twin-free ZB crystal phase 
[117][118]. Furthermore, high doping in InAs nanowires always comes along with 
significant changes in the size and shape of the nanowires [119]. The crystal 
structure could also become more defected together with the simultaneous doping 
which is undesired for optical and electronic applications [120][121][122]. 

Gold-free synthesis of GaAs and InAs nanowires has been investigated in order to 
combine the III-V material with conventional Si-based technology. However, as 
previously mentioned in section 3.3.1, the intrinsic limitation of the growth 
mechanisms does not allow the nanowires to grow in a wide range of parameter 
windows. The yield of nanowires is also strongly dependent on the substrate 
preparation. Alternatively, there has been quite some effort in the field to explore 
alternative metal seeds for the growth of GaAs and InAs nanowires. The properties 
of various metal materials that people have used are listed in Table 4.1 along with 
Au for comparison. I will next discuss the effect of melting temperature and surface 
energy and then briefly review some examples. 

As mentioned in section 3.1, nanowire growth occurs predominantly via the VLS 
mechanism. For VLS growth to occur, the seed particle material should either have 
a low melting temperature or have a low eutectic point with either of the growth 
species. Table 4.1 lists the melting points for various metallic elements. Most of the 
metals have a high melting point, except for Bi and Sn. The binary phase diagrams 
of Au-Ga and Au-In [123][124] show that Au has a low eutectic point with both Ga 
(341°C) and In (450°C), which makes it ideal for VLS growth. In addition to Au, 
Ag has a eutectic mixture with As at a temperature of 540°C [125], which is still 
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within the suitable temperature range for nanowire growth. On the other hand, the 
other metals in Table 4.1 that have a relatively high melting temperature do not have 
any low eutectic point with either group III or group V. For example, Fe does not 
have any eutectic mixture with group III element but Fe does have a eutectic point 
with As at 838°C [126]. However, this temperature is beyond the suitable 
temperature range for III-As nanowire growth. Hence, these metals are more likely, 
in principle, to induce nanowire growth via the VSS mechanism. 

Note that the group III species Ga and In are both low melting point post-transition 
metals and are commonly used for the formation of low melting point alloy [127]. 
The phase diagram shows that the melting temperature of the metals drops 
drastically with increasing group III content in the mixture. For example, in the 
binary phase diagram for Cu-Ga, when the Ga composition in the mixture is 70%, 
the melting temperature of the alloy is reduced to about 500°C [128]. This indicates 
that the accumulation of group III species in the metal particles could lower the 
melting point of the mixture and induce nanowire growth via a VLS mechanism.  

Table 4.1 Properties of the metal materials that have been used as seed particles for nanowire growth. 

Material Metal melting 
point (°C) 
[129] 

Surface 
energy 
(J/m2) [35] 

III-As nanowire 
growth 

remarks 

Gold (Au) 1064 1.15 GaAs/ InAs/ InGaAs  

Silver (Ag) 962 0.92 GaAs/ InAs/ InGaAs  

Bismuth (Bi) 271 0.38 GaAs/ InAs SLS 

Copper (Cu) 1085 1.3 InAs   

Iron (Fe) 1538 1.8 GaAs  

Manganese (Mn) 1246 1.1 GaAs/ InAs  

Nickel (Ni) 1455 1.8 GaAs/ InAs dual-zone tube furnace 

Palladium (Pd) 1555 1.46 GaAs/ InAs  

Tin (Sn) 232 0.55 GaAs/ InAs  

 

The discussion of nanowire nucleation in section 3.1 indicates that the surface 
energy of the seed particle plays an important role in assisting stable nanowire 
growth. Nebol’sin and Shchetinin have predicted that in order to maintain the 
stability of seed particles on the tip of nanowires, the contact angle of the seed 
particle should be larger than 90° [130]. They also predicted that metal materials 
with a low surface energy are not plausible for stable Si nanowire growth. However, 
their work is only based on a geometric model but not considering the nanowire 
nucleation process. Recall that in Figure 3.2, there are two possible nucleation sites 
B and C, which are the centre nucleation and the triple-phase boundary nucleation. 
Cirlin and colleagues proposed that for the growth of self-seeded GaAs nanowires, 
triple-phase boundary nucleation is suppressed due to the much lower surface 
energy of Ga compared to the AuGa compound [62]. The formation of a ZB crystal 
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structure is favoured when the nucleation happens at the particle nanowire interface. 
Hence metal materials with a low surface energy could in principle, also be used to 
assist nanowire growth and promote a ZB crystal phase in nanowires. 

Ag has been used to assist the growth of several III-V materials including both GaAs 
and InAs nanowires in MBE. Lindberg and colleagues have demonstrated that both 
high quality WZ- and ZB-structured GaAs nanowires can be achieved by choosing 
GaAs substrate orientations [80]. They cannot ascertain whether the growth is via 
the VLS or VSS mechanism because both mechanisms are possible at their growth 
conditions. InAs nanowires assisted by Ag nanoparticles has been realized on a Si 
(111) substrate [69]. Pan and colleagues achieved pure WZ InAs nanowires that are 
free of defects and twin planes down to 10 nm. They did not discuss the possible 
growth mechanism in their work, but from ex-situ characterization, they found that 
the Ag seed particle consists of around 14% In and 86% Ag.  

Fe was used for the growth of GaAs nanowhiskers via the VSS mechanism, with an 
FeAs phase detectable inside the particle [77]. Mn was reported as a catalytic seed 
particle for the growth of both GaAs and InAs nanowires in MBE. The authors 
concluded that the particle remains solid for InAs nanowire growth, while for GaAs 
nanowire growth, the growth mechanism is very likely to be VLS [86][70]. Ni has 
been used for the growth of both GaAs and InAs nanowires where the seed particle 
remains solid during nanowire growth [131][132].  

It has been proposed that Cu and Pd assist nanowire growth through both the VLS 
and VSS mechanisms. Cu-seeded InAs, Pd-seeded GaAs and InAs nanowires 
showed the coexistence of liquid and solid particles on a single substrate with the 
same growth conditions [75][68][133]. The authors proposed that the particle with 
a rich group III content remains in the liquid phase during growth, which is 
consistent with what I have previously discussed about the melting temperature of 
binary alloy. 

Bi has been used for the synthesis of GaAs and InAs nanowires via the solution-
liquid-solid (SLS) mechanism where the authors always observed a predominantly 
ZB crystal phase [134]. Lewis and colleagues have also suggested that Bi acts as 
surfactant due to its low surface energy, which could induce InAs nanostructure 
growth on the sidewall of GaAs nanowires. They proposed that Bi could potentially 
be used for future self-assembled quantum structure engineering [135]. 

In summary, alternative foreign metal-seeded GaAs and InAs growth has been 
reported as proceeding mostly via the VSS mechanism. This is due, on one hand, to 
the high melting point of the metal materials and, on the other hand, to the lack of a 
liquid binary phase between these metal materials and one of the nanowire growth 
species. In the rare cases where the growth is via the VLS mechanism, there is 
usually a substantial amount of group III material in the seed droplet. The solid 
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phase of the seed particle is usually associated with low diffusivity and solubility of 
the growth species, which affects the nanowire growth rate. It is worth noting that 
alternative metal seed materials can result in different particle/nanowire interfaces, 
which will, in turn, determine the nanowire growth direction and crystal structure. 
The aforementioned examples show that the selection of seed particle material does 
have a direct impact on the resulting properties of the nanowires. The use of 
alternative metal seed materials remains an underexplored area to study. 

4.2 InGaAs nanowires 

Ternary nanowires are less studied than the binary system because they are more 
complicated given the competition between the growth species and different 
diffusion coefficients for each species. This complexity leads to inhomogeneity in 
composition and crystal structure. However, ternary nanowires are of great interest 
and importance since desired band gap tunability is possible by simply changing the 
composition fraction of the ternary compound. InxGa1-xAs is a ternary compound 
material that possesses a direct band gap that can be tuned for optoelectronic 
applications by changing the material composition, which is ideal for tuning the 
optical emission wavelength.  

Many groups have reported Au-seeded InGaAs nanowire growth directly from the 
substrate [136][137][138]. The two group III elements, Ga and In, have different 
properties in terms of substrate surface diffusion length, solubility in the seed 
particle, incorporation mechanism and affinity with respect to the seed material 
[139]. Au-seeded InGaAs nanowires usually have a very inhomogeneous 
composition and a tapered morphology [136]. Direct epitaxy of Au-seeded InGaAs 
nanowires on Si substrate has also been reported, but does not allow thorough 
control of the nanowire morphology and crystal phase [140]. Although a uniform 
composition and controlled crystal phase have recently been reported for Au-seeded 
InGaAs nanowires under optimized growth conditions [141], in general the growth 
of InGaAs nanowire is still complex and needs further work. 

Self-seeded InGaAs nanowire growth has so far only been demonstrated by using 
Ga droplets [142][143]. The incorporation of In into the InGaAs nanowire is limited 
to around 5% with substantial In-rich radial shell growth [143], which results in a 
limited range of compositional tunability and a tapered nanowire morphology. 

Selective area epitaxy of InGaAs nanowires has been a great success, and this allows 
direct epitaxy of InGaAs nanowires on a Si substrate for device applications 
[48][144][145]. However, the nanowire diameter increases with growth time due to 
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the unavoidable radial growth, which makes it almost impossible to achieve high 
aspect ratio InGaAs nanowires.  

Moreover, doping in InGaAs nanowires has been investigated only rarely, with one 
exception being the study to my best knowledge that found Mn-doped InGaAs 
nanowires demonstrate ferromagnetic properties [146]. However, there is no 
epitaxial alignment of the nanowire with respect to the growth substrate. This is a 
complicated mechanism given the interaction and competition between the five 
elements for Au-seeded InGaAs with dopants. Thus, it would be easier if ternary 
nanowire doping can be achieved through the incorporation of the seed particle. 

To the best of my knowledge, Ag is the only alternative foreign metal material that 
has been reported as being used for the growth of ternary nanowires [147][148]. 
Although the resulting InGaAs nanowires lack epitaxial alignment with respect to 
the growth substrate, Ag induces a more uniform nanowire morphology without 
substantial tapering, as has been observed for Au-seeded InGaAs nanowires. 

In summary, the growth of InGaAs nanowires has been investigated for over a 
decade with some control having been achieved over the nanowire composition, 
crystal structure and morphology. Further research into the growth of InGaAs 
nanowires is essential in order to achieve complete control of the composition, 
crystal phase, morphology and tapering. Alternative metal seed material could 
potentially provide new insights into the growth of InGaAs nanowires as Ag has 
been demonstrated to be effective in reducing InGaAs nanowire tapering. By using 
alternative foreign metals, group III elements might have a different solubility and 
affinity, which could lead to growth behaviours that are very different from that of 
Au-seeded or Ga-seeded InGaAs nanowire growth. Furthermore, by selecting a 
foreign metal material, one can expect the incorporation of the metal material into 
InGaAs nanowires, which might lead to interesting properties being imparted to the 
nanowire. 
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5 Sn-Seeded Nanowire Growth 

The work presented in this thesis focuses on the epitaxial growth of nanowires with 
in-situ formed Sn particles. Sn particles are deposited in the MOVPE reactor by 
flowing TESn with a small flow of AsH3 as precursors at high temperatures. The 
formation of Sn droplets involves several steps including pyrolysis of the TESn 
precursor into elemental Sn and physical adsorption of the material onto the 
substrate surface, followed by the diffusion of Sn atoms on the substrate surface 
until they start to nucleate and grow into particles or desorb away from the surface. 
The nanowire growth is initiated by introducing a group III precursor (TMGa or 
TMIn) and a group V precursor (AsH3) at elevated temperature. The nanowire 
growth can be manipulated by varying the growth temperature as well as the molar 
flow of the precursors, thereby changing the nominal V/III ratio. The study of Sn-
seeded GaAs nanowires is discussed in section 5.1. In section 5.2, the growth of Sn-
seeded InAs nanowires is discussed. Finally, section 5.3 continues a discussion of 
the growth of GaAs-InGaAs heterostructure nanowires from Sn particles. 

5.1 Sn-seeded GaAs nanowire growth (Paper I and II) 

I have studied the formation of Sn particles on GaAs substrates, the growth of GaAs 
nanowires from Sn seed particles on GaAs (111)B substrate by varying fundamental 
growth parameters such as growth temperature, group V precursor flow and group 
III precursor flow, which is discussed in detail in Paper I and II. These results will 
be summarized in this section. 

5.1.1 The formation of Sn particles on GaAs substrates 

Figure 5.1 shows Sn particles formed on GaAs substrates under different conditions. 
Figure 5.1a shows the reference condition for Sn particle deposition on a GaAs 
(111)B surface at 550°C which is the standard condition used in Paper I and II. Sn 
particles with a homogeneous diameter and surface density are formed uniformly 
over the surface. Many processes are involved in reaching this very narrow size 
distribution. First Sn atoms decomposed from precursor TESn diffuse on the 
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substrate surface to preferential nucleation sites and grow into nuclei. With a 
continuous contribution of Sn atoms from the precursor flow, the nuclei will become 
stable and grow larger. In the meantime, small nuclei or particles will also form on 
the surface. However, due to the effect of Ostwald ripening and coalescence, the 
number of small particles could gradually decrease, resulting in increasing numbers 
of larger particles [149]. Over time, the effect of Ostwald ripening and coalescence 
would decrease the size distribution and give the Sn particles a more homogeneous 
size.  

 

Figure 5.1 SEM micrographs of Sn particles formed on GaAs substrates under different conditions. a, reference 
condition for Sn particle formation on a GaAs (111)B surface with a low AsH3 flow. b and c, Sn particles formed on 
GaAs (111)A and (111)B surfaces, respectively, with relatively high AsH3 flow compared to the reference. d and e, Sn 
particles formed on GaAs (111)A and (111)B surfaces, respectively, without AsH3 flow. 
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The temperature dependency of Sn particle formation on a GaAs (111)B substrate 
is studied elsewhere [150].  It has been suggested by investigating the particle 
diameter and density that the available amount of material for Sn particle formation 
increases with temperature. 

In order to get some hints about the effect of AsH3 flow on the mechanism of Sn 
particle formation, Figure 5.1 also compares Sn particles formed at relatively high 
AsH3 flow (5.1c), low AsH3 flow (5.1a) and no AsH3 flow (5.1e) on a GaAs (111)B 
surface. It can be seen that the shape of Sn particles is more faceted in 5.1c and 
gradually changes to an intermediate condition in 5.1a, eventually becoming a round 
and smooth shape in 5.1e. It is very likely that the faceted Sn particles are associated 
with the formation of Sn-As compounds such as SnAs or Sn4As3 during cooling. 
This implies that AsH3 incorporates into the droplets during the Sn particle 
formation step. The density of the Sn particles also changes with the AsH3 flow. At 
a relatively high AsH3 flow, as shown in Figure 5.1c, the density of the Sn particles 
is 2.6/μm2. At a low AsH3 flow, as in figure 5.1a, the density of Sn particles is 
9.1/μm2. When there is no AsH3 flow during the particle formation step, the resulting 
density is 10.5/μm2. The difference in particle density could be due to the 
completeness and morphology of the substrate. It is well known that GaAs substrate 
could decompose at high temperature and that the presence of AsH3 could prevent 
this substrate decomposition [151]. The decomposition of the GaAs (111)B 
substrate would lead to defects or crystalline pits formed on the substrate surface, 
which could, in turn, act as preferential collection site for the diffusing material. 
Thus the substrate decomposition, which is more likely to occur under the no AsH3 
conditions, would result in larger particle density than under the high AsH3 flow 
conditions, where the substrate could survive decomposition. 

The polarity of the substrate surface also has a major impact on Sn particle 
formation. Figure 5.1 b and c show Sn particles formed at a relatively high AsH3 
flow on GaAs (111)A and (111)B surfaces, respectively. The density of Sn particles 
is 2.6/μm2 on the (111)B substrate, which is higher than on the  (111)A substrate 
(0.96/μm2). However, the size of the Sn droplets on the (111)A substrate is 
considerably larger than of those on the (111)B substrate. From a simple calculation 
of the surface area covered by the Sn droplets that assumes the droplets are circular, 
the percentage of the surface area covered by Sn particles on the (111)A substrate 
is 3.1%, which is much larger than the 1.9% of the (111)B substrate that is covered. 
Since the diameter of the particles on the (111)A surface is much larger than those 
on the (111)B surface, I speculate that they are also larger in height. This would 
imply that the volume of the coverage on the (111)A surface is even larger. There 
might be multiple factors that could possibly be responsible for this, for instance the 
decomposition rate of TESn precursor, the sticking coefficient for Sn, or the 
nucleation barrier for the nuclei. 
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In summary, the nucleation and formation of Sn particles is a process that involves 
many possible steps. The diameter, morphology and surface density of the in-situ 
formed Sn particles is dependent on many factors, including temperature, AsH3 flow 
and substrate polarity. 

5.1.2 Growth of Sn-seeded GaAs nanowires dependency on 
temperature and V/III ratio 

The SEM image in Figure 5.2 shows the growth of GaAs nanowires in the 
temperature range of 475°C to 535°C. The temperature range for successful growth 
of GaAs nanowires from Sn particles is quite limited, which is from 487°C to 525°C 
at a fixed V/III ratio of 1.9. This is much narrower compared to GaAs nanowire 
growth from Au particles. Sn-seeded GaAs nanowire growth is very sensitive to and 
strongly dependent on the growth temperature. At a lower temperature, most of the 
nanowires are kinked, as shown in Figure 5.2a, and with increasing temperature, 
straight and vertical nanowires with tapered morphology are obtained, as shown in 
Figure 5.2b to e. At temperatures above 535°C, no obvious nucleation of the 
nanowires is observed, as shown in Figure 5.2f. The nanowire morphology is also 
related to the growth temperature. In the temperature range from 487°C to 525°C, 
when growth temperature rises, the length of the nanowires decreases and there is 
increasing radial growth; in addition, the side facets become rougher, as shown in 
Figure 5.2e, which is associated with the formation of rotational twin planes.  The 
seed particle Sn remains at the tip of GaAs nanowire in the successful growth region. 

Sn-seeded GaAs nanowires can be grown in a much narrower V/III ratio range 
compared to Au-seeded GaAs nanowires [72]. The effects of TMGa and AsH3 
precursors are investigated by varying the flow of each precursor while keeping the 
flow of the other constant.  

Figure 5.3 shows the effect of TMGa precursor by presenting Sn-seeded GaAs 
nanowire growth with elevating TMGa precursor flow at a constant AsH3 flow. As 
can be seen from the figure, the nanowire axial growth rate is strongly dependent 
on the supply of group III precursor. The nanowires adopt rough side facets with 
increasing TMGa flow, as shown in Figure 5.3 d and e as well as the insets, instead 
of the rather smooth side facets they take on at lower TMGa flows. These 
microfacets are correlated with multiple twin planes along the nanowires’ growth 
axis. 
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Figure 5.2 SEM images of Sn-seeded GaAs nanowires grown on a GaAs (111)B substrate at different temepratures 
with a fixed V/III ratio of 1.9. 

 

Figure 5.3 SEM images of Sn-seeded GaAs nanowires grown on a GaAs (111)B substrate with increasing TMGa 
precursor flow and constant AsH3 flow at a fixed temperature of 500°C. 
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Figure 5.4 shows the effect of AsH3 precursor by presenting the growth of Sn-seeded 
GaAs nanowires with increasing AsH3 precursor flow while keeping the TMGa flow 
constant. As illustrated in Figure 5.4a and the inset, nanowires have rough side 
facets at a low V/III ratio, and these are associated with twin planes perpendicular 
to the growth direction. This is consistent with what have been observed for the 
nanowires grown at a high TMGa flow, as shown in Figure 5.3e. The formation of 
twin planes in Sn-seeded GaAs nanowires is very likely caused by a relatively low 
V/III ratio, but not with the absolute precursor flows within the investigated V/III 
ratio range. Furthermore, a distinct trend in the rate of kinked nanowires associated 
with AsH3 flow can be observed in Figure 5.4. At a V/III ratio of 3.34, around 6% 
of the nanowires kink into a non-vertical growth direction, as shown in Figure 5.4d. 
With increasing AsH3 flow, and thus a higher V/III ratio, a larger number of kinked 
nanowires occur. Eventually, at a V/III ratio of 5.71, no straight and vertically 
aligned nanowires can be found, as shown in Figure 5.4f. The kinked nanowires 
with a high V/III ratio are similar to what has been observed with nanowire growth 
at a low temperature, as shown in Figure 5.2a, which could be due to incomplete 
pyrolysis of TMGa, resulting in a higher effective V/III ratio at the nanowire growth 
front.  

By broadening the temperature window for Sn-seeded GaAs nanowire by gradually 
changing the TMGa flow and the growth temperature, vertical GaAs nanowires can 
be achieved at as low as 400°C. This implies the suitable growth temperature for 
Sn-seeded GaAs nanowires is closely connected to the V/III ratio. 

 

Figure 5.4 SEM images of Sn-seeded GaAs nanowires grown on a GaAs (111)B substrate with increasing AsH3 
precursor flow and constant TMGa flow at a fixed temperature of 500°C. 
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5.1.3 Properties of Sn-seeded GaAs nanowires 

By analysing the nanowires in TEM, it has been found that the GaAs nanowires 
obtained using the investigated growth regime all have a pure ZB crystal structure 
or ZB with a few rotational twin planes; no WZ segment has ever been observed. A 
ZB crystal structure is stable and favourable in bulk GaAs material, whereas in 
nanowires, both a pure ZB and a pure WZ structure have been observed, but a 
mixture of the two is usually more common [42][152][153].  As shown in Figure 
5.5a and b, the investigated GaAs nanowire is taken from the sample in Figure 5.2c, 
the nanowires have a pure ZB crystal structure without any rotational planes. Using 
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (XEDS), it is found that the seed particle 
remaining at the tip of the nanowire consists primarily of Sn, as shown in Figure 
5.5g. It is also possible to find an As signal of up to 18 atomic % within the seed 
particle, which suggests that the solubility of As in a Sn particle is quite high and 
we might have a Sn droplet with a rich As content during nanowire growth. In Paper 
II, we also observe a long twin segment of up to 60 nm, as shown in Figure 5.5c, d 
and e, and we propose that the occurrence of rotational twining planes along the 
nanowires is associated with a lower V/III ratio but not the absolute flow of either 
the group III or the group V precursor. For Au-seeded GaAs nanowires, the crystal 
structure is usually quite mixed between ZB and WZ phases and a gold particle with 
group III Ga component is usually detected with XEDS afterwards [110]. This 
indicates that the solubility of As in Au is much lower than that of Ga in Au, whereas 
As has a higher solubility and affinity in Sn than Ga. The ZB crystal structure in Sn-
seeded GaAs nanowires could be due to the low surface energy of the Sn particle, 
as has been suggested for self-seeded GaAs nanowires where the Ga particle has a 
much lower surface energy than the AuGa compound [62]. 

One of the motivations for using alternative seed particles is the desire to investigate 
the interesting properties that the seed particle might bring into the nanowire system, 
for example self-doping or magnetism. In our experiment, the Sn seed particle is 
consumed and incorporated into the nanowire during growth. Figure 5.5f shows one 
extreme case where the Sn seed particles are completely consumed during growth. 
A weak Sn signal is detectable by XEDS along the GaAs nanowires, as shown in 
Figure 5.5g. However, the Sn content must be very high for this to have been 
detected at all as it is close to the detection limit of this technique, which is in the 
order of 1 atomic %. From electrical measurement, we find that the GaAs nanowires 
are highly n-doped, which can be attributed to the incorporation of Sn from the seed 
particles. Moreover, there is also a p-type shell on the nanowires, which we attribute 
to the incorporation of C into the simultaneous radial overgrowth. The nanowire 
works as a radial p-n junction in which band-to-band tunnelling is the dominant 
transport mechanism for both reverse bias and small forward bias and has a very 
high peak-to-valley current ratio. Photoluminescence (PL) measurement also 
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confirms the high doping level in the nanowires, with a strong Burstein–Moss shift, 
which increases the average recombination energy and broadens the PL spectrum. 
By characterizing nanowires grown under different conditions using electrical and 
optical approaches, we find that the incorporation of Sn and C into the GaAs 
nanowires can be controlled to some degree by varying growth temperature. 

 

Figure 5.5 TEM images of Sn-seeded GaAs nanowires grown at different conditions where the pure ZB phase and 
mutiple twin segements are observed in a, b, c, d and e. SEM image of Sn-seeded GaAs nanowires where the Sn 
particle is completely consumed in f. XEDS spectrum for the nanowire and particle in g. 
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5.2 Sn-seeded InAs nanowire growth (Paper III and IV) 

Based on the project for Sn-seeded GaAs nanowire growth, I have also expanded 
the use of Sn to an InAs system as replacing the group III material Ga with In 
appeared to be a natural and intuitive continuation of this work. In this section, I 
will summarize the deposition and formation of Sn particles on InAs substrates, the 
growth of InAs nanowires from Sn seed particles on an InAs (111)A substrate by 
varying fundamental growth parameters including growth temperature and group III 
precursor flow. This part is discussed in detail in Paper III and IV. 

5.2.1 The formation of Sn particles on InAs substrates 

Figure 5.6 shows Sn particles formed on InAs substrates at different temperatures. 
The left column in Figure 5.6a, c, e and g, is what has been observed on an InAs 
(111)A surface, whereas the right column, b, d, f and h, shows Sn particles formed 
on an InAs (111)B surface. 

The polarity of the substrate surface affects the formation of Sn particles. In Figure 
5.6, the density of the Sn particles formed on a (111)B substrate is always larger 
than those formed on a (111)A substrate, regardless of the temperature at which they 
have been deposited. This is similar to the trend for the density of the Sn particles 
observed on GaAs substrates. Thus, similarly to what has been proposed for GaAs 
surfaces, there could be multiple reasons responsible for this such as the sticking 
coefficient of Sn atoms and the nucleation barrier for the nuclei to form.  

It is also worth noting the opposite trends observed for the contact angle of the Sn 
particles. The contact angle of the particles on a (111)A surface increases from 
49.7°±3 at 490°C to 59.7°±2 at 550°C, while on a (111)B surface, this decreases 
from 73.9°±1 at 490°C to 60.6°±2 at 550°C. The contact angle is obtained from a 
geometric model that we proposed in Paper III, which we believe is more accurate 
than the direct measurement from the image. It is interesting that the contact angle 
of Sn droplets on (111)A and (111)B substrates becomes consistent at a temperature 
of 550°C regardless of the opposite trend observed with increasing temperature.  

The Sn particle formation under conditions identical to what is shown in Figure 
5.6g, were used for the subsequent InAs nanowire growth. 
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Figure 5.6 SEM images of Sn particles formed on InAs substrates at elevating temperatures. 

5.2.2 Growth of Sn-seeded InAs nanowires dependent on temperature 
and V/III ratio 

SEM images of InAs nanowire growth on an InAs (111)A substrate from Sn seed 
particles in the temperature range 455°C to 510°C are shown in Figure 5.7. 
Successful InAs nanowire growth is achieved when the nanowire is straight and 
vertically aligned on the InAs (111)A substrate. The temperature range for 
successful growth of InAs nanowires is quite limited, i.e. from 473°C to 500°C at a 
fixed V/III ratio of 91.6. The suitable temperature range for Sn-seeded InAs 
nanowire growth is much narrower than the range for Au-seeded InAs nanowires, 
which is from 380°C to 500°C [41][154].We have also observed that there is a 
strong edge effect for nanowire growth. For example, Figure 5.7c shows InAs 
nanowires that have inhomogeneous length in the centre of the substrate, while 
homogeneous and longer nanowires are observed at the edge of the same substrate. 
This could be because the decomposition of precursors is enhanced at the edge of 
the substrate and more materials are involved in the growth process, whereas in the 
centre of the substrate the growth is limited by the available amount of material. 
Based on this assumption, the growth of InAs nanowires can be optimized by 
doubling the total flow of precursors while keeping the nominal V/III ratio and 
temperature constant, as shown in Figure 5.7f, where the nanowire growth rate 
increases and the length and the morphology become homogenous across the whole 
substrate. 
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Figure 5.7 SEM images of  Sn-seeded InAs nanowires grown on an InAs (111)A substrate at different temepratures 
with a fixed V/III ratio of 91.6 (a to e). InAs nanowire grown at optimized conditions (f). 

The effects of nominal V/III ratio on InAs nanowire growth with Sn seed particles 
have been investigated. As shown in Figure 5.8, when the flow of TMIn precursor 
is varied while the AsH3 flow is kept constant, the density of nucleated InAs 
nanowires increases dramatically with decreasing TMIn flow, thus the increasing 
V/III ratio. At a V/III ratio of 183.2 and higher up to 366.5, the nucleation rate from 
Sn particles is close to 100%, and we expect that a V/III ratio higher than 366.5 will 
also result in full nucleation of InAs nanowires from Sn particles. When increasing 
the TMIn flow results in a V/III ratio in the range of 91.6 to 122.2, the nucleation 
rate drops about 20%. Further increasing the TMIn flow into the reactor results in 
only 40% to 50% of the Sn droplets leading to successful nucleation of InAs 
nanowires. We have observed an identical trend when the AsH3 flow is varied at a 
constant TMIn flow. At a lower AsH3 flow, the nucleation of InAs nanowires is 
limited and very few nanowires can be observed. Increasing the AsH3 flow improves 
the nucleation rate, yielding vertically aligned nanowires. It could be that successful 
nanowire nucleation from Sn droplets requires only a limited amount of In content 
in the particle is required. When there is a certain amount of In content in the Sn 
droplets, the surface energy of the Sn-In particle might be different from a Sn or 
even a Sn-As particle. The In content could also change the size of the seed particle. 
Thus, the stability of the Sn particle and the contact angle between the particle and 
the substrate might be changed. This change could hinder the nucleation of InAs 
nanowires and lead to surface island growth. A thermodynamic explanation of the 
growth mechanism is also proposed. The solubility of As in Sn particles decreases 
rapidly with increasing In content in the particle. This decrease in solubility is most 
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pronounced when there is a low In component, i.e. when In increases from 4% up 
to 20%. Thus, an increased amount of In can make it more difficult for As to 
incorporate or diffuse through the particle. The nanowire growth then becomes 
limited within this region. 

 

Figure 5.8 SEM images of  Sn-seeded InAs nanowires grown on an InAs (111)A substrate with decreasing TMGa 
precursor flow and constant AsH3 flow at a fixed temperature of 473°C 

5.2.3 Properties of Sn-seeded InAs nanowires 

By analysing the InAs nanowires in TEM, it has been found that under the 
investigated growth regime, the InAs nanowires obtained all have a pure ZB crystal 
structure with no rotational twin planes, a WZ segment has never been observed. A 
pure ZB crystal structure is usually difficult to achieve in Au-seeded InAs 
nanowires, especially in the temperature range that has been used here [41]. 

Figure 5.9 shows representative TEM images of a single InAs nanowire from Figure 
5.7f. Figure 5.9c and the inset display pure ZB crystals. Figure 5.9b, d and e show 
how the Sn particle has slid down from the nanowire tip and has a tilted interface 
with the nanowire growth front. This happens during the cooling down process. The 
XEDS colour map in Figure 5.9e also shows that there is an As-rich Sn phase 
segregated from the Sn particle. 
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Figure 5.9 TEM images and diffraction pattern of Sn-seeded InAs nanowire with pure ZB crystal phase. XEDS colour 
map shows Sn particle at the tip of nanowire and the As-rich Sn phase. 

Electrical characterization has been performed on Sn-seeded InAs nanowires. The 
resistivity of the nanowires is calculated based on the I-V characteristics, and is 
found to be much lower than that of intentionally doped InAs nanowires [119]. 
Back-gate measurements show n-type behaviour of the nanowires; however, the 
influence of the gate voltage is very low, which also confirms the high doping level. 
The doping profile in InAs nanowires comes from the simultaneous incorporation 
of the Sn seed particle into the nanowire during growth. The low resistivity of the 
nanowires proves that growth with Sn seed particles is a very efficient way to 
achieve high doping levels in InAs nanowires while achieving defect-free pure 
crystal phase compared to the intentional doping during growth using dopant 
precursors for Au-seeded nanowires.  
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In summary, Sn has been successfully employed as seed catalyst for the growth of 
GaAs and InAs nanowires. The resulting nanowires predominantly possess a ZB 
crystal phase, with rotational twin planes occurring occasionally in GaAs 
nanowires. This could be due to the low surface energy of Sn, which is even lower 
than that of Ga and comparable to that of In [35]. It has been proposed that for Ga-
seeded GaAs nanowires on a Si substrate, the low surface energy Ga particle 
supresses the triple phase boundary nucleation, which favours the ZB formation and 
makes the ZB phase formation less dependent on the growth parameters. In our case, 
where a low surface energy Sn particle is used, it might be the same scenario, i.e. 
that centre nucleation at the particle-nanowire interface is favoured over the triple 
phase boundary nucleation, resulting in the formation of the ZB crystal phase. 

5.3 Sn-seeded GaAs-InGaAs heterostructures 

After successful growth of Sn-seeded GaAs and InAs nanowires, an intuitive 
continuation of the project is to use Sn particles for the growth of ternary nanowires 
like InGaAs. As mentioned previously in section 4.2, no thorough study of the 
doping of InGaAs nanowires has yet been conducted. Based on what we have 
observed for GaAs and InAs nanowires, it would be beneficial for device 
applications if InGaAs could be doped by Sn particles with control over nanowire 
morphology and crystal phase.   

As discussed in section 5.2.2, the nucleation and growth of Sn-seeded InAs 
nanowires are very sensitive to the particle composition. It is speculated that with 
the introduction of an extra element, Ga, to the growth system, direct nucleation of 
InGaAs from the substrate would become more complicated. Thus, in this work, a 
GaAs nanowire stem is used on a GaAs (111)B substrate, followed by InGaAs 
nanowire growth. The growth process involves firstly 10 min of GaAs stem growth 
(the reference GaAs stem is shown in Figure 5.10a), followed by InGaAs nanowire 
growth by introducing the TMIn precursor into the reactor for 20 min.  
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Figure 5.10 SEM images of Sn-seeded GaAs-InGaAs heterostructure nanowires. Tilted view of GaAs nanowire stem 
on a GaAs (111)B substrate in a, GaAs-InGaAs nanowires in b, and top view of GaAs-InGaAs nanowires in c. 

Figure 5.10b and c show the preliminary results of InGaAs nanowires grown on 
GaAs nanowire stems at 455°C. The tilted view in Figure 5.10b shows that there are 
two clear nanowire segments: the bottom one is the GaAs nanowire stem and the 
top one is supposed to be the InGaAs segment. When In is introduced to the system, 
a number of nanowires kink to another direction. The top view image in Figure 
5.10c shows that there are six directions for the kinked InGaAs nanowires. This 
implies that the InGaAs nanowires kink to <1 1 1>A direction. In addition to the 
three equivalent <1 1 1>A directions which should be observed on (111)B surface. 
The extra three directions might be due to the rotational twin formed in the GaAs 
nanowire stem. The six <1 1 1>A directions are marked with coloured lines. The 
nominal V/III ratio (As/(In+Ga)) is 0.86, and the nominal In vapour concentration 
(In/(In+Ga)) is 0.014. It is quite interesting that an almost negligible amount of 
TMIn can have a big impact on the nanowire growth and change the growth 
direction. Considering the many factors that could affect the growth of ternary 
nanowires, e.g. the different solubility into the particle and affinity with the particle 
as well as the different diffusion length of group III species, it is not straightforward 
to interpret what has been observed here and it definitely needs much more input 
into this work in order to achieve controlled growth and a thorough understanding 
of the system.  
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6 Summary and outlook 

In recent decades, the growth and properties of III-V nanowires have been 
investigated intensively. A variety of nanowire-based electronic and optoelectronic 
devices have been demonstrated. With the increasing potential for device 
applications, there are greater demands for the ability to control nanowire properties 
such as crystal structure, doping profile, nanowire heterostructures as well as 
various nanowire-substrate combinations. To meet all these new demands, other 
growth techniques besides the traditional Au-seeded nanowire growth need to be 
explored. Selective area nanowire epitaxy and self-seeded nanowire growth have 
been developed a great deal and have become quite mature in terms of direct epitaxy 
from a Si substrate and the cleanliness and purity of the resulting nanowires. 
Nevertheless, the exploration of alternative foreign metal seed materials to assist 
III-V nanowire growth can potentially provide new insights into our understanding 
of and controlling over nanowire growth. 

The intention of this thesis is to study alternative seed particle materials, in particular 
Sn, for the growth of III-V nanowires. First, the behaviour and properties of the in-
situ formed Sn particles have been investigated. It is shown that the deposition and 
nucleation of the Sn particles are strongly dependent on the substrate material and 
polarity. Second, Sn-seeded growth of GaAs and InAs nanowires has been 
successfully demonstrated. It has been observed that the Sn particle is consumed 
and incorporated into the resulting nanowire. From electrical and optical 
characterization, one can see that Sn atoms become active n-type dopant in both 
GaAs and InAs nanowires. Sn-seeded nanowires predominantly possess a ZB 
crystal structure, which suggests that the seed particle material can strongly affect 
the crystal structure of the nanowire.  

I hope that the investigation of Sn as seed particle material for the growth of III-V 
nanowires is not completely trivial and can make some contribution to our 
understanding of the essential properties of a suitable seed material. Although 
alternative foreign metal seed materials will never completely replace Au for the 
growth of III-V nanowires, they might be useful for growing nanowires with 
properties designed for specific application. For example, the fact that this thesis 
has demonstrated that the incorporation of Sn is an effective way to dope nanowires 
indicates that the approach of using in-situ formed Sn particles for nanowire growth 
could be promising for applications like electrical devices where a high n-doping 
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profile is required. However, due to the simultaneous consumption and 
incorporation of Sn particles into the nanowires, it is almost impossible to achieve 
intrinsic nanowires. For optoelectronic applications like solar cells or diode lasers, 
a designed p-n junction is essential for the device to function efficiently. Although 
a radial p-n junction has been shown in Paper I, this approach is still limited if an 
axial p-n junction is required, unless the Sn seed particle is completely consumed or 
removed before growing the p-doped section axially.  

While research into alternative metal seed materials may not yet be able to answer 
all the questions that we have, there is still hope that in the future it will increase our 
general understanding of and control over nanowire growth and provide new 
approaches to the design of nanowire structures and properties that might be difficult 
to achieve in Au-seeded nanowires.   
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ABSTRACT: The widespread use of Au as a seed particle in
the fabrication of semiconductor nanowires presents a
fundamental limitation to the potential incorporation of such
nanostructures into electronic devices. Although several other
growth techniques have been demonstrated, the use of
alternative seed particle metals remains an underexplored but
potentially very promising way to influence the properties of
the resulting nanowires while simultaneously avoiding gold. In
this Letter, we demonstrate the use of Sn as a seed particle
metal for GaAs nanowires grown by metal−organic vapor phase epitaxy. We show that vertically aligned and stacking defect-free
GaAs nanowires can be grown with very high yield. The resulting nanowires exhibit Esaki diode behavior, attributed to very high
n-doping of the nanowire core with Sn, and simultaneous C-doping of the radial overgrowth. These results demonstrate that the
use of alternative seed particle metals is a potentially important area to explore for developing nanowire materials with controlled
material properties.

KEYWORDS: Nanowires, III−V semiconductors, vapor-phase epitaxy, GaAs, transmission electron microscopy, doping, p−n junction

Au is widely used as a seed particle in the growth of
semiconductor nanowires. However, the incompatibility

of Au with for example conventional silicon semiconductor
processing has led to numerous efforts to find alternative
techniques for nanowire growth.1 Most common among these
are self-seeded2,3 and selective-area4,5 nanowire growth, both of
which avoid the introduction of any foreign catalyst material
but have relatively narrow parameter space for tuning the
resulting nanowire properties. An interesting alternative is to
use a different foreign metal as a seed particle, specifically
selected to yield properties of the nanowire different from those
achieved with gold or alternative techniques. New properties
may mean for example crystal structures or directions not
observed with conventional growth techniques but may also
mean designed material properties directly caused by
incorporation of trace amounts of the foreign metal. This has
been demonstrated for example in Al-seeded Si nanowires,
where very high doping levels could be achieved by
incorporation of Al atoms during Si nanowire growth.6 For
III−V materials, there have to date been very few examples of
seeded epitaxial nanowire growth using alternative seed
metals,7−10 unlike Si and Ge nanowires, for which alternative
seed particles have been extensively reported.1 The potential for
designing exotic materials is as yet virtually unexplored for III−
V materials, with the notable exception of works by Martelli et
al.11 and Jabeen et al.,12 who used Mn seed particles to induce
magnetic properties in III−V nanowires.
In this Letter, we report the use of Sn as a seed material for

GaAs nanowires grown by metal−organic vapor phase epitaxy
(MOVPE). Sn is a potentially interesting material due to its low
melting point (232 °C) and high boiling point (2602 °C),

which ensure that it can form liquid droplets over a wide
potential growth temperature window without relying on the
formation of specific low-temperature alloys (allowing for so-
called vapor liquid solid, VLS, growth). In this way, it differs
from nearly all other demonstrated alternative seed particle
metals, which typically remain solid during nanowire growth
(so-called vapor−solid−solid, VSS, growth).1 Although VSS
introduces certain possible advantages (such as potentially
sharper heterojunction interfaces13), vertical alignment of the
resulting nanowires is often more difficult due to the lack of a
flat interface between the particle and the substrate.1 Sn is
therefore an interesting test case for exploring and developing
the potential of alternative VLS seed metals.
Sn is a group-IV element and does not cause midgap

electronic states in Si (making it potentially compatible with
semiconductor processing). Several reports exist that demon-
strate the use of Sn droplets for growth of Si nanowires using a
variety of techniques.14−20 In III−V materials, it acts as a
dopant; while in principle amphoteric, it is reported to act only
as an n-dopant in GaAs.21,22 This makes it an advantageous
choice compared to other group-IV dopants, as higher doping
concentrations can in principle be achieved. However, doping
of seeded nanowires remains challenging, and novel techniques
for obtaining selected doping profiles are highly desirable.23 In
particular, n-doping of GaAs nanowires has proven difficult,24

with most n-dopants incorporating preferentially in radial
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overgrowth rather than into the nanowire itself, potentially
limiting the flexibility of the obtained structures. Successful Sn-
doping of GaAs nanowires has been reported using tetraethyltin
(TESn) as an in situ dopant element during Au-seeded
nanowire growth.25 The authors report moderate doping levels
with a narrow growth window, which they attribute to the
difficulty for Sn atoms to pass through the Au seed particle.
Here, we show that the use of Sn seed particles for GaAs
nanowire growth results in high levels of self-doping; more
remarkably, the nanowires show Esaki diode behavior with very
high current levels. It is deduced that the nanowires exhibit self-
assembled radial p−n junctions. The doping profile and
nanowire dimensions are consistent with those predicted to
be suitable for photovoltaics,26 which make these structures
potentially interesting for applications of this type. The Sn
particles are formed in situ using TESn, which is a widely
available doping source in conventional MOVPE. The resulting
nanowires grown from Sn particles show epitaxial alignment
with the substrate and pure zinc blende (ZB) crystal structure
(free of stacking defects) under growth conditions that give
high densities of stacking defects in Au-seeded GaAs nanowires.
Nanowire growth is performed using GaAs (111)B substrates

placed in a horizontal-flow MOVPE reactor (Aixtron 200/4)
for growth at 10 kPa in a hydrogen carrier gas flow of 13 L/
min. Substrates are first heated to an annealing temperature of
630 °C in arsine (AsH3) background with molar fraction 1.54 ×
10−3. Following 10 min annealing, samples are cooled to 550
°C in AsH3. Once the temperature has stabilized, AsH3 is
changed to 7.69 × 10−5, and a TESn flow with molar fraction
1.17 × 10−5 is introduced. Precision in mass flow is attained
using Epison concentration measurements together with mass
flow controllers. Note that two different mass flow controllers
are used to cover the large flow range required for AsH3.
Following a 15 min deposition unless specified otherwise, TESn
is turned off, and the samples are cooled to the desired growth
temperature (in the range 475−535 °C) in AsH3 ambient. Note
that reactor temperature is calibrated using a LayTec setup for
optical reflectance measurements of the Si−Al eutectic. Once
growth temperature is attained, trimethylgallium (TMGa) is
turned on with a molar fraction of 4.29 × 10−5. Nanowires are
grown for 10 min unless otherwise stated. The nanowires here
are grown with a V/III ratio of 1.9, which is rather low
compared to Au-seeded GaAs nanowires grown in MOVPE.
However, we observed no growth of nanowires for V/III ratio
of more than 4. It is at present unclear why such a low V/III
ratio is necessary and how this is related to other parameters
such as temperature. It should be noted that the use of a very
low V/III ratio means the process used here resembles self-
seeded growth.2,3

Morphology is characterized by scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM; Hitachi SU8010 at 15 kV); structure is
characterized with transmission electron microscopy (TEM;
JEOL 3000F at 300 kV); and composition is characterized by
X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDX) in high-angle
annular dark-field scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM) mode.
Samples are prepared for TEM analysis by mechanically
breaking the nanowires near the base onto carbon film-coated
Cu grids.
To confirm that the introduction of a high flow of TESn

prior to nanowire growth results in Sn droplets on the surface,
the sample shown in Figure 1, panel a was cooled down directly
after a 15 min TESn deposition step without introducing
TMGa. As shown, particles are formed on the surface with an

average diameter of 59 ± 7 nm and surface density of 11 ± 2/
μm2. This size distribution is surprisingly narrow; it is for
example much narrower than nanoparticles achieved using
annealing of evaporated metal thin films and only moderately
wider than colloidal or aerosol nanoparticles.27 A narrow size
distribution among metal droplets can be attributed to Ostwald
ripening and is an indication that the surface diffusivity of Sn on
these substrates is high at the temperatures used. Figure 1,
panels b and c show a top view and 30° tilted view of a single
nanowire grown from particles formed for 15 min (as in Figure
1a). The tips of the nanowires exhibit truncated spherical caps
of average diameter 54 ± 7 nm, which may provisionally be
identified as Sn seed particles. It is clear that the nanowires are
relatively tapered toward the base, with smooth side facets and
a triangular cross-section. Tapering may be an indication of
radial growth in parallel with the Sn-seeded axial growth but
may also be an indication that the Sn droplet is shrinking in
diameter as the nanowire grows. Both of these possibilities will
be discussed further. To determine the effect of TESn
deposition time on nanowire growth, a series was grown with
varied TESn deposition of 5 min, 10 min, 15 min, and 30 min
(Figure 1d−g; nanowires were grown for 10 min in all cases).
The nanowires grow homogeneously across the substrate in all
cases. It is clear that, first, shorter deposition times lead to
smaller Sn droplets and narrower nanowire diameter, and
second, that nanowires grown following shorter deposition
times have a higher growth rate. In particular, nanowires grown
from 5 min particle deposition have a much higher aspect ratio
than those grown following 15 min of Sn deposition.
To investigate the crystal structure of the nanowires and

confirm the Sn-seeding mechanism, nanowires were next
analyzed by TEM and EDX (Figure 2). Figure 2, panels b
and c show TEM images of nanowires grown at the same
conditions as in Figure 1, panel b, imaged in the ⟨1 ̅01⟩ zone

Figure 1. SEM images of (a) Sn particles formed on the substrate by
exposure to TESn at 550 °C. (b) 30° tilted magnified view of a single
nanowire grown from 15 min Sn particles and (c) top view of the same
nanowire showing a triangular cross-section. 30° tilted view of GaAs
nanowires grown from Sn particles deposited for (d) 5 min, (e) 10
min, (f) 15 min, and (g) 30 min. Scale bars are 500 nm unless
otherwise specified.
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axes. The nanowires exhibit ZB crystal structure without any
stacking defects along the entire length of the nanowire. This is
somewhat surprising since gold-seeded nanowires grown under
identical conditions exhibit high densities of stacking defects.
Defect-free ZB structure in GaAs nanowires is typically
associated with either very low temperature,28 high V/III
ratio,29,30 or high total precursor flows.31 Clearly, the selection
of seed particle material strongly influences the resulting crystal
structure. The nanowires side facet orientation is identified as
{112}A by comparison of atomically resolved images and
diffraction patterns with the HAADF intensity profiles (Figure
2a,c,d). The composition of the nanowires and seed particle
were also investigated by EDX. The seed particle was found to
consist primarily of Sn, with an average As content of up to 18

atomic % (and negligible postgrowth Ga content). Since the
nanowires are cooled in AsH3 and the melting point of Sn lies
below the growth temperature, the phase observed ex situ
clearly is not indicative of the phase during growth. However,
the presence of a Sn-rich particle confirms the Sn-seeded
mechanism. A weak Sn peak is also observed in the EDX
spectrum of the nanowire itself (see Figure 2e), which suggests
Sn incorporation into the nanowire. This specific EDX
spectrum was taken from the middle part the nanowire; EDX
spectra from different parts of the nanowire are shown in
Supporting Information S1. Since the sensitivity of the
detection technique is on the order of 1 atomic %, it is difficult
to accurately quantify the observed Sn content. However, to be
detected at all levels, it must be very high. If this amount of Sn
is incorporated into the nanowire, the doping level would be
very high; however, such high Sn-doping of GaAs has been
reported.32 On the other hand, it may also be that there is Sn
present on the surface of the nanowire or in clusters that are
not electrically active. Although we have not observed these
effects, we cannot definitively rule them out.
The effect of temperature on the nanowire morphology is

shown in Figure 3, panels a−f. At the lowest temperature
investigated (475 °C), the nanowires exhibit a high probability
of kinking, while nanowires grown at or above 487 °C exhibit
perfect vertical alignment with a significant reduction in length
with increasing temperature. Additionally, at higher temper-
atures, the nanowires exhibit rough side facets (Figure 3e),
which TEM analyses show are associated with twinning (Figure
3g−j). It is interesting to note that, with the exception of
occasional twin planes at high temperature, the nanowires are
pure ZB over the entire temperature window, which indicates
that the parameter window for obtaining defect-free crystal
structure is much wider than for nanowires grown with
gold.28−31 It is difficult to determine the reason for the very
different crystal structure observed for Sn- and Au-seeded
nanowires in the absence of comparative data from other seed
nanoparticle materials, although we can speculate that differ-
ences in local supersaturation (due to different precursor
solubility) or different interfacial energetics are likely to play a
role. When the growth temperature is set to values higher than
535 °C, no nanowire growth is observed (Figure 3f). The
temperature sensitivity of the growth system is on the order of
5 °C.
To combine the higher axial growth rate at lower

temperature with the vertical alignment exhibited at higher
temperature, we used a two-temperature approach similar to
that previously demonstrated for growing vertically aligned
gold-seeded nanowires at low temperatures.28 The nanowires
shown in Figure 4, panel a were nucleated at 500 °C for 3 min,
followed by lowering the temperature to 475 °C and continuing
the growth for an additional 7 min. Interestingly, these
nanowires exhibit regularly spaced stacking defects, which are
shown in Figure 4, panels b−e. The success of this two-
temperature technique demonstrates that the nanowire growth
itself is not limited to the temperature range shown in Figure 3,
panels a−f; rather, it is the nucleation process that is
temperature-limited (similar to Au-seeded nanowires).
Electrical characterization next was performed to investigate

the properties and to confirm the hypothesis of Sn-doping. For
electrical characterization, a high aspect ratio was required;
nanowire growth was performed at 500 °C for 20 min following
TESn deposition of 5 min to yield nanowires longer than 1 μm.
Nanowires were deposited onto Si(n++)/SiO2(100 nm)

Figure 2. TEM analysis of a Sn-seeded GaAs nanowire, imaged in the
⟨1 ̅01⟩ zone axes. The diffraction pattern in panel a shows a pure ZB
structure, which is also seen in the high-resolution TEM image in
panel c. From the HAADF-STEM image in panel b, an (d) intensity
line profile from the dashed area is used, in combination with panels a
and c, to deduce the facet indices of the wire. The intensity line profile
shows a triangular cross-section with one facet parallel to the beam. In
panel e, two EDS spectra are overlaid: blue spectrum from the seed
particle, clearly showing Sn- and As-related peaks, and red spectrum
from the same area as the dashed box in panel b, showing a weak but
detectable Sn signal.
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substrates and viewed in SEM using a low magnification.
Contacts were fabricated using electron beam lithography,
followed by 30 s oxygen plasma ashing, 15 s HCl/H2O (1:10)
etching, metal evaporation of Ni/Au (25/100 nm), and lift-off.
Two-probe electrical characterization, with contacts placed at

the tip (source, S) and base (drain, D) of the nanowire (Figure
5a), revealed strongly nonlinear current−voltage (IDS−VDS)
characteristics. A pronounced region of negative differential
resistance was observed for positive VDS applied to the base of
the nanowires, see Figure 5, panel b. Such characteristics are
typical for highly doped p−n junctions (Esaki diodes), where
band-to-band tunneling is the dominant transport mechanism
for reverse bias, and small forward bias. Without intentional
doping, the devices exhibited surprisingly high peak-to-valley
current ratios, up to 12 at T = 295 K and 18 at T = 4.2 K, and
peak current densities of 2.5 kA/cm2.33 To shed more light on
where the doping is located along the length of the nanowire,
devices with three contacts were also fabricated, see Figure 5,
panel c. Electrical measurements of the top segment (contacts
II−III) revealed close-to-linear IDS/VDS characteristics with a

low resistivity (ρ = 2.9 × 10−2 Ωcm). The positive slope for the
back-gate voltage (VGS) dependence of IDS is a clear indicator
that the dominant carrier type is electrons, a result of strong n-
doping. The base of the nanowire (contacts I−II) shows the
same electrical properties as the nanowire in Figure 5, panel a.
From these measurements, we thus conclude that the p-doping
is primarily located close to contact I in Figure 5, panel c, near

Figure 3. (a−f) 30° tilted SEM images of Sn-seeded GaAs nanowires grown at different temperatures with magnified single nanowire as insets in
which scale bars are 100 nm. (g) Bright field overview TEM image of a single nanowire grown at 525 °C viewed along the ⟨1 ̅01⟩ zone axes, with a
higher magnification of the same nanowire shown in panel h. A twinned ZB crystal structure, 180° rotational twinning around a ⟨1̅01⟩-type direction,
of the nanowire can be recognized from the (i) characteristic diffraction pattern as well as from the (j) high resolution image. The latter displays an
enlarged part of the nanowire shown in panels g and h.

Figure 4. (a) 30° tilted view of nanowires grown with a two-
temperature process with an inset showing a higher magnification of a
single nanowire. (b) Bright-field overview TEM image of nanowire
grown with a two-temperature approach viewed along the ⟨1̅01⟩ zone
axes. (c) Dark-field image of the same nanowire exhibits regularly
spaced twin planes; twin 1 and twin 2 can be recognized from (d)
characteristic diffraction pattern and also the (e) high-resolution
image.

Figure 5. (a) SEM image of a contacted Sn-seeded GaAs nanowire
grown at 500 °C. (b) Absolute drain current versus drain voltage, VDS,
applied to the base of the nanowire in panel a, at T = 295 K and 4.2 K.
(c) SEM image of a nanowire from the same growth, with three
contacts. (d) Electrical measurements of the bottom segment (I−II)
and top segment (II−III) of the nanowire in panel c at 295 K. Top
inset shows the back-gate dependence of the current in the upper
segment, and the lower inset is a magnification of the peak associated
with band-to-band tunneling in the lower segment.
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the base of the nanowire. Electrical measurements performed
on nanowires grown at a lower temperature do not show this
Esaki diode behavior (see Supporting Information S2) and have
n-type conductivity up to five-times lower than the sample
shown in Figure 5, which suggests that Sn incorporation can be
controlled with temperature.
The formation of p−n junctions is somewhat surprising since

the nanowires form in a single growth step. Sn is potentially an
amphoteric dopant and may in principle act as either donor or
acceptor in III−V materials. However, in GaAs, it is almost
universally reported to act as an n-dopant. A simple explanation
for the origin of the p−n junction is that the n-doping is a result
of incorporation of Sn from the seed particle into the core of
the nanowire during growth. This hypothesis is in agreement
with the finding that the tip of the nanowire, where radial
overgrowth is negligible, shows strong n-doping. It is interesting
that the n-doping is so efficient despite the low V/III ratio,
which might favor incorporation into As sites. However, it is
consistent with previous studies of Sn in GaAs, which do not
show amphoteric behavior regardless of growth conditions.
Conversely, the p-doping we attribute to incorporation of
background C from the metal−organic precursors into the
radial overgrowth. It is well-documented that incorporation of
C is low during axial III−V nanowire growth34−36 but that it
can be used to p-dope radial overgrowth on GaAs nano-
wires.23,36 Although the high C incorporation necessary to
produce the currents observed here is not typical of GaAs
nanowires grown in MOVPE, Sn-seeded nanowires in this
study are grown at unusually low V/III ratio compared to
typical gold-seeded nanowires. Very low V/III ratio has been
associated with formation of As vacancies and enhanced
incorporation of parasitic C in GaAs layer growth.37,38 For the
nanowires studied here, the overgrowth is primarily located
around the base of the nanowires where the diameters are the
largest and where the surfaces have been exposed to the C-
containing vapor for the longest time. Very thin p-layers further
up on the nanowire may also have been removed in the HCl
etch during contact fabrication, which explains the very clear
Esaki diode behavior observed. To confirm that the amount of
Sn lost from the seed particle is indeed sufficient to provide the
high doping levels observed, we have performed a simple order-
of-magnitude calculation of the number of atoms (see
Supporting Information S3). Also worth noting is that the
small decrease in relative Sn content detected by EDX toward
the base would be consistent with a shell that is not Sn-doped
(see Supporting Information S1); however, since the Sn signal
is barely detectable in EDX, this should be interpreted with
caution.
Two control samples were grown and processed to confirm

that the growth conditions used indeed would lead to strong p-
type doping. Both samples were grown under conditions
resulting in radial overgrowth. The first sample studied was
based on Au-seeded GaAs nanowires grown under “normal” V/
III conditions for MOVPE (V/III = 236), and the second on
Au-seeded GaAs nanowires grown under conditions similar to
the Sn-seeded nanowires, with a V/III ratio of 1.4. Electrical
measurements of the first sample, Figure 6, panels a and b,
showed very high two-probe resistivity (ρ = 9 × 104 Ωcm),
partly explained by the formation of Schottky contacts due to a
low carrier concentration. The back-gate dependence, with
increasing conductivity for decreasing VGS, is a signature of p-
type doping. The second sample, however (Figure 6c,d),
prepared under low V/III, showed several orders of magnitude

lower resistivity values (ρ = 2 × 10−2 Ωcm) and increasing
conductivity with decreasing VGS (inset of Figure 6d), indicative
of strong p-type doping. Also worth noting is that the sample
grown at higher V/III ratio exhibited defect-free ZB structure
(similar to Sn-seeded nanowires), while the sample grown at
low V/III ratio exhibited frequent stacking defects in a
predominantly ZB structure. These results thus show that
possible C incorporation in radial overgrowth is likely related to
V/III ratio rather than to nanowire crystal structure.
In summary, we have demonstrated the use of Sn as a seed

particle for GaAs nanowire growth, with Sn particles formed in
situ using the standard metal−organic precursor tetraethyltin.
The resulting nanowires exhibit uniform vertical alignment and
defect-free ZB crystal structure for optimized growth temper-
ature. Nanowires grown at high temperature exhibit low growth
rate, but low growth temperature is associated with kinking. We
demonstrate that straight nanowires with higher growth rate
can however be achieved by a two-temperature approach,
nucleating at higher temperature and growing at lower
temperature. The nanowires in this work also exhibit Esaki
diode behavior with high current levels despite the absence of
intentional doping during nanowire growth. Electrical evalua-
tion indicates that Sn primarily incorporates in the core of the
nanowire, likely via the seed particle leading to strong n-doping,
and that the p-doping is located in the radial overgrowth, where
the high doping level is an effect of the low V/III ratio used
during growth. Incorporation of both of these dopants is
expected to depend on growth conditions: specifically, C-
doping is anticipated to be very sensitive to V/III ratio, while
Sn-dopant incorporation is known to be strongly temperature-

Figure 6. (a) SEM image of a contacted GaAs Au-seeded reference
nanowire grown under V/III = 236. (b) Corresponding I−VDS
measurement, for two different VGS, showing high resistive, p-type
transport. (c) SEM image of a second Au-seeded GaAs reference
nanowire grown under a lower V/III = 1.4. (d) Corresponding I−VDS
measurement showing a very low resistance, and the IDS versus VGS in
the inset is indicative of p-type transport.
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dependent. An important next step for future studies will
therefore be to map the nanowire properties as a function of
accessible growth parameters to determine the extent to which
dopant levels can be controlled in Sn-seeded nanowires. In
conclusion, this work demonstrates that the use of alternative
seed particle materials is an interesting and potentially simple
approach to introduce alternative properties and functions into
semiconductor nanowires while at the same time avoiding the
use of industrially incompatible gold.
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S1. EDX spectra taken from different points along a nanowire 

 

EDX analysis has been performed on three different spots along a Sn seeded GaAs nanowire as 

shown in figure S1. Besides the strong As signal detected in the Sn seed particle, there is a weak 

trend that the Sn signal decreases towards the bottom of the nanowire. This is due to less radial 

overgrowth on the top part of the nanowire which is not doped by Sn. Note again that the Sn 

signal here is around the EDX measurement resolution limit. 

 

 

 
 

Figure S1. Positions of the EDX-analyzed areas in bright field overview of the nanowire in (a) 

(color-coded) and spectra given in (b). Nanowire top and bottom spectra are normalized to As K-

line. Smooth by Savitzky-Golay 20 point averaging for nanowire top and bottom spots and 15 

point averaging for particle spectrum raw data. 

   

S2. Electrical characterization of a nanowire grown at low temperature 

 

Electrical measurements for a sample grown at 455 °C, with a less tapered morphology, showed 

no Esaki diode electrical characteristics. However, the diode-like properties observed are still 

consistent with a p-doped region near the base, and an n-doped region near the tip of the 

nanowires. Electrical measurements for the tip-part, show values for  ≈ 1×10
-1

 cm, thus 

pointing to a lower n-carrier concentration at this growth temperature, likely due to reduced Sn 

incorporation.  
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Figure S2. (a) SEM image of a contacted Sn-seeded GaAs nanowire grown at 455 °C. (b) 

Electrical measurements show no Esaki diode characteristics.  
 

S3. Comparison of Sn atoms in particle to degenerate doping in nanowire 

 

To demonstrate that the amount of Sn atoms present in a typical seed droplet is in principle 

sufficient to degenerately dope a nanowire of approximately 1 m in length, a simple calculation 

can be performed. Assuming that a typical Sn droplet is a hemisphere of 60 nm diameter at the 

start of growth (consistent with the measurements described in the paper), while the droplet after 

growth is about 55 nm in diameter (estimated from TEM measurements), the total volume lost is 

about 1.3 × 10
4
 nm

3
. Sn has a density of about 7 g/cm

3
 (-Sn at room temperature, or liquid Sn at 

its melting point) and a molar mass of 118.7 g, so a Sn particle/droplet will contain about 35 

atoms per nm
3
. The number of atoms “lost” during growth can then be estimated as around 4.6 × 

10
5
. We then compare this to the number of atoms in a degenerately doped nanowire. Using a 

maximum doping density of 1 × 10
20

 cm
-3

, a nanowire of 60 nm radius and 1 m length can 

contain up to 2.8 × 10
5 

Sn atoms. Comparing these two estimates indicates that the number of 

atoms lost during growth (4.6 × 10
5
) is in fact more than enough to degenerately dope the 

nanowire (requiring up to 2.8 × 10
5
). It is probable that not all lost Sn ends up on the nanowire; 

mostly likely some atoms diffuse along the nanowire surface and onto/into the GaAs substrate. 

 

This calculation is very simple and not quantitatively accurate: for example, the Sn doping 

density is probably unrealistically high. This very high doping level is chosen to provide an 

upper limit of the number of atoms required to dope the nanowire. Conversely, the Sn droplets 

do not contain pure Sn but some As as well, so the number of atoms in the particle (both before 

and after growth) is probably overestimated. However, this calculation gives an order-of-

magnitude indication that the number of atoms lost from the Sn droplet could indeed give the 

observed electrical properties. 
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Abstract
It has previously been reported that in situ formed Sn nanoparticles can successfully initiate
GaAs nanowire growth with a self-assembled radial p–n junction composed of a Sn-doped
n-type core and a C-doped p-type shell. In this paper, we investigate the effect of fundamental
growth parameters on the morphology and crystal structure of Sn-seeded GaAs nanowires. We
show that growth can be achieved in a broad temperature window by changing the TMGa
precursor flow simultaneously with decreasing temperature to prevent nanowire kinking at low
temperatures. We find that changes in the supply of both AsH3 and TMGa can lead to nanowire
kinking and that the formation of twin planes is closely related to a low V/III ratio. From PL
results, we observe an increase of the average luminescence energy induced by heavy doping
which shifts the Fermi level into the conduction band. Furthermore, the doping level of Sn and C
is dependent on both the temperature and the V/III ratio. These results indicate that using Sn as
the seed particle for nanowire growth is quite different from traditionally used Au in for example
growth conditions and resulting nanowire properties. Thus, it is very interesting to explore
alternative metal seed particles with controllable introduction of other impurities.

S Online supplementary data available from stacks.iop.org/NANO/27/215603/mmedia

Keywords: MOVPE, nanowires, GaAs, alternative seed particle, TEM, tin

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Epitaxial synthesis of III–V nanowires has almost exclusively
used Au as a catalyst particle since III–V nanowires were
demonstrated by Hiruma et al [1]. To implement this pro-
mising one-dimensional nanostructure with its outstanding
properties like direct band gap and high carrier mobility into
electronic and optical devices, it needs to be compatible with
the existing semiconductor technology. However, gold
severely limits the possibility to integrate these building
blocks into, for example, conventional Si industry since gold

can easily diffuse into silicon creating mid-gap electronic
states, which will degrade device performance drastically [2].

There has been much research of gold-free nanowire
growth methods including selective area, self-seeded, and
non-gold foreign metal seeded nanowire growth [3–7]. In the
case of selective area nanowire growth, a pre-defined opening
pattern is used to initiate the nanowire growth and no seed
particle is required, but one-dimensional epitaxy strongly
relies on the selected growth conditions to enable anisotropic
growth rates. Thus, it usually has a rather narrow growth
window [8]. For self-seeded nanowire growth, one of the
elements that composes the nanowire acts as the seed mat-
erial; usually Ga and In droplets are formed and used due to
their low melting points. However, it is challenging to apply
this method simultaneously in various nanowire material
systems to achieve for example axial heterostructures where
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the group III species is switched to induce the change in the
material system.

So far reports on III–V nanowires seeded from metal
particles different from gold are limited. Thus, exploring
alternative foreign seed particle materials other than gold is
of great interest. It may also be interesting for device appli-
cations to incorporate impurities from suitable seeding mat-
erial to achieve for example self-doping without the use of
extra dopants. By investigating the nanowire growth beha-
vior from different seed particles, it may also give us some
insights into why gold can be used to initiate the nanowire
growth of any III–V material system in a wide growth
parameter window and allows crystallographic manipulation
of the nanowires. It is well documented that Sn seed particles
have been used for group IV, Si and Ge nanowire synthesis
by different growth techniques [9, 10]. We have previously
demonstrated the use of in situ formed Sn particles for GaAs
nanowire growth, resulting in nanowires with a self-assem-
bled p–n junction having a Sn-doped n-type core and a
C-doped p-type shell [11]. The n-doping of the core is due to
the consumption and incorporation of the Sn seed particle
into the nanowire during growth, while the p-doping of the
shell is attributed to the incorporation of C into the radial
overgrowth from decomposition of metal organic precursors.
Our first investigation suggested that Sn-seeded GaAs
nanowire growth was successful only in a quite narrow
temperature window; straight nanowires were observed
between 487 °C and 525 °C. At temperatures lower than
487 °C, nanowires were kinked and at temperatures higher
than 525 °C we did not observe nanowire growth. Trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) and x-ray energy dis-
persive spectroscopy analysis revealed a zinc blende crystal
structure of the nanowires and primarily Sn in the seed
particle of all investigated nanowires with a weak but
detectable Sn signal also along the nanowire.

In order to further develop the growth, it is important to
understand how morphology and crystal structure of the
nanowires are related to both temperature and V/III pre-
cursor ratio. In this paper, we present a more detailed and
systematic study on the aspects of fundamental growth
parameters for Sn-seeded GaAs nanowires. We demonstrate
how the V/III ratio, obtained by changing either group III or
group V precursor flows, allows to control nanowire crystal
structure and nanowire kinking. We find that a lower V/III
ratio can lead to twin plane formation. In addition, it is
interesting that we observe a high ratio of nanowire kinking
at both high group V flow and high group III flow at identical
growth temperature. The effect of temperature on nanowire
growth is related to the actual amount of available group III
material, which is not surprising as the latter is suggested to
be temperature-dependent. Furthermore, photoluminescence
measurements were carried out on selected nanowires to
investigate the simultaneous ‘seed-doping’ from the Sn par-
ticles where we find that the doping level is very high. We
also find that carbon is incorporated in a temperature-
dependent way.

2. Experimental methods

GaAs nanowires were grown on (111)B GaAs substrates in a
low-pressure horizontal metal organic vapor phase epitaxy
reactor (Aixtron 200/4) at a pressure of 100 mbar, a total flow
of 13 l min−1 with H2 as carrier gas as well as in an Aixtron
3×2″ close coupled showerhead (CCS) reactor at a pressure
of 100 mbar and a total flow of 8 l min−1. Most of the
experiments were carried out in the low-pressure horizontal
reactor unless otherwise specified. Trimethylgallium (TMGa)
was used as group III precursor and AsH3 as group V pre-
cursor. The GaAs substrates were first heated to an annealing
temperature of 630 °C in AsH3 ambient with a molar fraction
of 1.54×10−3. After 10 min annealing the temperature was
ramped down to a set value of 550 °C. Once the set temper-
ature was reached, tetraethyltin (TESn) with a molar fraction
of 1.17×10−5 was introduced into the reactor for a 15 min
Sn particle formation step with an AsH3 background of
7.68×10−5. Then, TESn was turned off and the reactor
temperature was set to the desired growth temperature. Once
the temperature stabilized, TMGa was turned on and AsH3

was set to the desired molar fraction for the nanowire growth.
The particle deposition step was kept the same with an
average diameter of 59±7 nm and a density of 11±2 μm−2

which is identical to the conditions as reported in [11]. The
growth temperature and the flows of group V and group III
precursors were varied to determine the effect of these para-
meters on the resulting nanowire growth. The ranges of molar
fractions that group V and group III precursors were varied
are from 7.68×10−5 to 2.30×10−4 and from 2.01×10−5

to 1.04×10−4, respectively. GaAs nanowires were grown
for 10 min unless otherwise stated and cooled down in AsH3

ambient. Ex situ characterization of nanowire morphology
and crystal structure was performed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM: Hitachi SU8010 operated at 15 kV) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM: JEOL 3000F oper-
ated at 300 kV). Low temperature (7 K) photoluminescence
spectroscopy (PL) measurements were performed on single
nanowires which were broken off from the native growth
substrate and transferred onto a gold-covered Si substrate
which had markers for easy location of the nanowires. The
gold cover also slightly enhanced the emission intensity. A
frequency doubled yttrium–aluminum–garnet-laser was
employed for excitation of the nanowires and an optical
microscope to collect the luminescence, which was dispersed
onto a thermoelectrically cooled charge-coupled device.
Typically five single nanowires of each sample were
characterized.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Dependence of nanowire growth on V/III ratio changes:
TMGa precursor flow variation

We have studied the effect of TMGa precursor flow on the
GaAs nanowire morphology and crystal structure. We will
start with discussing the impact of TMGa molar fraction
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variation from 2.01×10−5 to 1.04×10−4 while keeping
the AsH3 flow constant at a molar fraction of 7.68×10−5

resulting in V/III ratios ranging from 3.81 to 0.74. These
experiments were carried out at 500 °C, which was found in
our previous study to be the optimum growth temperature
giving vertically aligned zinc blende GaAs nanowires with
the most uniform morphology. A variation of the V/III ratio
by changing the TMGa precursor flow has a strong effect on
the nanowire morphology, especially the length and crystal
structure are affected. Figure 1 shows SEM images of the
nanowires grown with increasing TMGa flows, thus
decreasing V/III ratio. As illustrated in figures 1(a)–(e),
nanowires all grow vertically with increasing TMGa pre-
cursor flow, in other words decreasing the V/III ratio from
3.81 to 0.95. The length of the nanowires is strongly depen-
dent on the TMGa precursor flow (see also supporting
information S1) and higher V/III ratios result in shorter
nanowires. This indicates that the length of the nanowire
mainly depends on the flow of group III precursor. This is in
agreement with what has been reported for gold-seeded GaAs
nanowires in which the length of the nanowire is linearly or
sublinearly dependent on the flow of TMGa precursor [12].
With a further increase of TMGa flow leading to a V/III ratio
of 0.74, the nanowires start to kink instead of growing ver-
tically from the substrate as illustrated in figure 1(f). This will
be discussed more in detail later. It is interesting to note that
the density of nucleated vertical nanowires is identical to the

density of pre-deposited Sn droplets (for all samples exhi-
biting predominantly vertical nanowire growth). However, it
is quite difficult to tell the density for the kinked nanowires
since they have very irregular and random morphology which
makes it hard to determine whether they are successfully
nucleated or not. To a first approximation, the density of
identifiable crystallites seems consistent with the density of
Sn droplets.

Another interesting phenomenon observed is that when a
high flow of TMGa is supplied, the nanowire side facets
appear rough which is noted from the alternating contrast at
the side facet of the nanowire, as shown in the inset of
figure 1(e), instead of rather smooth side facets as has been
observed at lower TMGa flows (figures 1(a)–(d)). These
microfacets are correlated with multiple twin planes along the
nanowires growth axis [13, 14]. Note that in figure 1(d), one
can also see that the side facets are not perfectly smooth in the
nanowires; instead there are one or two facet rotations,
associated with twin planes, in some of the nanowires. This
clearly indicates that the twin formation in Sn-seeded GaAs
nanowires is progressively interconnected with lowered V/III
ratio [15]. Previously we reported that Sn-seeded nanowires
mostly have a pure zinc blende crystal structure with {112}A
side facets at optimized growth conditions [11]. Similarly to
what has been demonstrated for Au-seeded GaAs nanowires,
the {112}-type sidewalls usually have anisotropic growth
rates as a result of different polarities [16]. Here, the finally
observed {112}A side facets imply that {¯ ¯ ¯}112 B planes grow
faster instead of the {112}A ones as for the Au-seeded case
reported in [16]. {112}-type planes are partially polar (being
constructed of microfacets of the {111}- and {100}-type
respectively), indicating that {112}A planes have more dan-
gling bonds available on Ga atoms, while {¯ ¯ ¯}112 B planes have
more As atoms with non-saturated bonds. Considering our
very low V/III ratio growth condition outlined here, rela-
tively more Ga species should be available in this environ-
ment which will quickly bind to the accessible As spots.
Consequently the As dominant {¯ ¯ ¯}112 B planes would grow
much faster causing them to outgrow and finally leaving
nanowires with only {112}A side facets. Or in other words,
the surface energy of {112}A facets is significantly lower
compared to the {¯ ¯ ¯}112 B counterparts under the applied low
V/III ratio growth conditions which makes a fast over-
respective outgrowth of the latter highly probable resulting in
{112}A-terminated nanowires. A similar V/III-ratio depend-
ence of surface energy of polar III–V surfaces in GaAs has
been calculated and reported as a function of the chemical
potential in [17].

However, in the case of frequently occurring rotational
twinning along the nanowire growth axis the geometrical/
morphological result of overgrowth processes is slightly dif-
ferent which will be discussed in the following. From TEM
images in figure 2 (which represents the analysis of a single
nanowire from the sample shown in figure 1(e)), we find a
zinc blende crystal structure with a high number of semi-
periodic rotational twins (figures 2(a)–(c)). The spacing of the
twin planes, as shown by the conventional dark field images
in figure 2(c), correlates to a good degree with the features

Figure 1. 30° tilted view SEM images of Sn-seeded GaAs nanowires
grown at different V/III ratio with increasing TMGa precursor flow
at a fixed AsH3 molar fraction of 7.68×10−5. Magnified views of
single nanowires are given as insets in which scale bars are 100 nm.
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observed as rough facets in figure 1(e), meaning that the
rough side facets in the SEM image are associated with the
multiple twin planes here. Unlike Au-seeded GaAs nanowires
which usually have short and dense twin segments [18–20],
here we can see that the length of each twin segment can be
up to 60 nm. There is also distinct radial overgrowth on the
alternating, twinned zinc blende segments as highlighted by
the conventional dark field images in figures 2(e)–(g). Here
we see brighter contrast occurring at similar positions on
every other zinc blende segment and alternated (60° rotated)
on consecutive segments when using (111)-related twin-
characteristic diffractions spots which is especially visible in
figure 2(g). A possible explanation for the overgrowth is that
in the early stage of a twin formation, the nanowires primarily
possess {111}-type facets. Whenever a twin plane appears,
the segments are rotated by 60° with respect to each other
around the ¯ ¯ ¯á ñ111 B growth axis. Thus, the {111}A facets are
meeting {¯ ¯ ¯}111 B facets at alternating twin planes in the axial
direction with the global tendency to finally form{112}-type
facets as discussed above. However, as we also discussed
above {¯ ¯ ¯}112 B facets preferably grow faster in order to attain
{112}A side facets on both segments separated by a twin
plane. From a purely geometrical perspective this overgrowth
would result in triangular cross sectional segments stacked
along the ¯ ¯ ¯á ñ111 B growth axis, terminated by 3 {112}A-type

facets, and with every other segment rotated by 60° with
respect to each other. Although this situation is not realistic,
we do still observe the alternating overgrowth on the zinc
blende segments but not with the ultimate geometrical con-
sequences as described in the previous sentence.

3.2. Dependence of nanowire growth on V/III ratio changes:
AsH3 precursor flow variation

We also investigated the effect of AsH3 precursor flow on
GaAs nanowire growth, in which the flow of TMGa precursor
was set to a constant molar fraction of 4.03×10−5 at 500 °C,
while varying the AsH3 molar fraction from 7.68×10−5 to
2.30×10−4, corresponding to V/III ratios between 1.91 and
5.71. As illustrated in figure 3(a) and the inset, at a low V/III
ratio the nanowires have rough side facets, which are asso-
ciated with twin planes perpendicular to the growth direction.
This correlates to what we have observed for the nanowires
grown at high TMGa supply (figure 1(e)), also resulting in a
low V/III ratio. It seems that the formation of twin planes can
be associated with a low V/III ratio but not with absolute
precursor flows within the investigated flow regime. There is
no obvious relation between the lengths of the nanowires with
AsH3 flow (see also supporting information S1). Moreover, a
distinct trend in the rate of kinking nanowires with increasing

Figure 2. TEM images for a GaAs nanowire in figure 1(e) at a V/III ratio of 0.95 by using high TMGa flow viewed along the 〈110〉 zone
axes. (a) Bright field overview image of a single nanowire with high resolution TEM at a twin plane in (b). (c) Merged conventional dark
field images for twin 1 (T1) and twin 2 (T2) with (d) the characteristic selected area diffraction pattern indicating the twinned zinc blende
character. (e–g) Conventional dark field images taken with the diffractions spots as highlighted in (d) indicating the twinning occurring for
overgrowth on the{¯ ¯ ¯}111 B -type facets. (h) STEM-HAADF image with overlaid EDX line scans as well as (i) an EDX map of the particle area
acquired in STEM-HAADF mode indicating the Sn-rich particle.
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AsH3 flow is observed from figure 3. At a critical V/III ratio
of 3.34, around 6% of the nanowires start to kink into a non-
vertical growth direction (see supporting information S2). An
even larger amount of kinked nanowires occurs with
increasing AsH3 flow and thus at higher V/III ratio until
eventually at a V/III ratio of 5.71 no straight, vertically
aligned nanowires are observed. And we expect with V/III
ratios higher than 6, there will not be any successful growth of
straight and vertically aligned nanowires at this temperature
and instead all nanowires will be kinked. This kinking effect
is consistent with what has been reported for Au-seeded GaAs
nanowires grown at high V/III ratios [15]. One possible
reason behind this is that high AsH3 flows could lead to a
surface reconstruction on GaAs substrate [21] which might
assist another growth direction other than ¯ ¯ ¯á ñ111 B causing
nanowire kinking. On the other hand, it is surprising that
kinking also occurs at high TMGa flows as shown in
figure 1(f). It was demonstrated previously that in III–V/IV
heterostructure system, the particle volume, the contact angle
of the droplet particle, and the match between particle and
nanowire growth interface are fundamental factors in deter-
mining the nanowire morphology, more specifically nanowire
kinking [22]. We have previously reported that from EDX
analysis on our Sn-seeded GaAs nanowires, there is a sub-
stantial fraction of As in the seed particle (see also figure 2(i)
here) in contrast to the case of gold [11]. The composition of
the Sn particle is very likely to be a dynamic state during

nanowire growth. Thus, excessive group V or group III pre-
cursor availability could lead to a volume change in the Sn
seed particle and also changes of the contact angle. These two
extreme cases could both lead to nanowire kinking, however,
from different mechanisms. Indeed, in figure 1(f) (high
TMGa), the shape and diameter of the nanowires change
substantially, the nanowires lost its shape and become like a
cluster, despite the fact that they are also kinking. However,
in figure 3(f) (high AsH3), it seems that the nanowires still
grow straight after kinking happens in an early stage (see also
supporting information S3). Thus, it is possible that the
kinking of these Sn-seeded GaAs nanowires originates from
two different mechanisms for the two regimes (high TMGa
versus high AsH3).

As discussed above, Sn-seeded GaAs has a quite low
suitable V/III ratio for the growth compared to Au-seeded
reference growth, and the nanowires have either pure zinc
blende crystal structure or zinc blende with a few rotationally
twinned segments. No wurtzite crystal structure nanowires,
not even short segments of wurtzite have been observed so far
in the growth range investigated. In the case of Au-seeded
nanowire growth, the V/III ratio can be up to 240 and denser
twin planes or even twin plane superlattices can be observed
under certain growth conditions [23, 24]. Wurtzite structure
can also be achieved at selected growth conditions. However,
nanowires seeded from both Sn and Au nanoparticles follow
the same trend with different V/III ratio, which is the density
of twin defects is closely related to lower V/III ratio and the
formation of twinning can be prevented by either increasing
AsH3 precursor flow or decreasing the TMGa precursor
flow [15].

3.3. Broadening the growth temperature window

In our previous investigation of Sn-seeded GaAs nanowires, a
temperature range from 475 °C to 535 °C was used for the
GaAs nanowire growth at a V/III ratio of 1.9 where straight
vertically aligned nanowires were only observed in a limited
range, from 487 °C to 525 °C. This is narrower compared to
Au-seeded GaAs nanowire growth, which usually occurs
within the range from 380 °C to 540 °C [23, 25].

For Sn-seeded GaAs nanowires we previously found that
there was barely any nanowire nucleation and the vapor-solid
surface growth was dominant at a temperature of 535 °C and
we expected the same for temperatures above that. Con-
versely most of the nanowires were still growing but just
kinked when the temperature was lower than 487 °C. In
addition it is well documented that for Au-seeded GaAs
nanowire growth the radial overgrowth or tapering is sub-
stantially minimized at lower temperature [24, 25]. This
makes it interesting to explore further the nanowire growth in
the low temperature range to improve the yield of straight
versus kinked nanowires. At low temperatures, the resulting
nanowire kinking and growth along other directions different
from ¯ ¯ ¯á ñ111 B appeared similar to the case with a high AsH3

supply as shown in figure 3(f) [11].
It was previously shown that Sn-seeded GaAs nanowire

kinking could be prevented by a two-step approach consisting

Figure 3. 30° tilted view SEM images of GaAs nanowires grown at
500 °C with increasing V/III ratio by increasing AsH3 flow at a
constant TMGa precursor molar fraction of 4.03×10−5. The scale
bars in insets of single nanowires are 100 nm.
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of a nucleation step at high temperature and then cooling
down to a lower temperature for the growth [11]. This implies
that there could be a similar nucleation problem for Sn-seeded
GaAs nanowires at low temperatures following the same
trend as reported for Au-seeded nanowires [26]. Considering
the fact that changes in temperature will affect the decom-
position rate of precursors it is likely that the actual V/III
ratio at the growth front will change with temperature even
for constant precursor flows. To investigate whether the
kinking of nanowires observed at low temperatures is asso-
ciated to a relatively higher effective V/III ratio, another
series of experiments was carried out at a temperature of
455 °C with increasing TMGa flow while holding the AsH3

flow constant at 7.31×10−5. As can be seen from SEM
images in figure 4, there is less tapering of the resulting
nanowires due to the lower growth temperature and the pro-
portion of vertical nanowires increases from around 13% to
almost 100% with increasing TMGa supply. From this we can
conclude that AsH3 is closely related to nanowire kinking and
increasing the TMGa supply at low temperature can be used
to counterbalance this effect of AsH3 resulting in straight
vertically aligned nanowires. One possible reason for this
could be that As trimers form on the substrate surface at low
temperature with a higher effective V/III ratio leading to an
As-rich environment interfering with nanowire nucleation.
We have also discussed previously that two extreme regimes
could cause nanowire kinking with either excessive Ga or As
in the Sn particle during growth. Hence, another possible
reason could be that abundant As would accumulate in Sn
seed particles at low temperature which would result in

kinked nanowires, but adding more TMGa could again bal-
ance the composition in the Sn particle and prevent nanowire
kinking.

Based on this observation and to further optimize the
growth result, the experiments were transferred to an Aixtron
CCS 3×2″ reactor in which higher TMGa flows could be
attained technically. We find that the temperature window can
be broadened to as low as 400 °C by stepwise increasing the
TMGa with decreasing temperature. As shown in figure 5, at
‘optimized’ conditions of 420 °C with a V/III ratio of 0.86,
the radial shell overgrowth can be significantly reduced due to
the lower growth temperature used. Also worth noting is that
the axial nanowire growth rate decreases remarkably with
decreasing temperature and here the nanowire growth time is
30 min. From SEM and TEM studies presented in figure 5, we
find that the nanowires exhibit zinc blende crystal structure
with few rotational twins. From EDX spectra we further find
detectable signals from both As and Ga in the Sn seed par-
ticle. A weak but detectable Sn signal can also be measured at
the GaAs nanowire body which is consistent with what we
previously reported for nanowires grown at higher tempera-
tures [11]. Since the shell growth was previously found to be
highly p-doped by C incorporation, the possibility to tune the
growth to either include or eliminate radial overgrowth makes
it potentially very interesting for device applications.

3.4. Optical properties

We have investigated selected nanowire samples to represent
characteristic points in a growth series by photoluminescence
(PL) spectroscopy to study the effect of for example temp-
erature. Figure 6 shows the low temperature PL spectra of the
nanowires grown at different V/III ratios at a constant growth
temperature (figure 6(a)) and at different temperatures, but
constant V/III ratio (figure 6(b)). The spectra are normalized
and plotted with an offset for clarity. We observed a strong
Burstein–Moss shift, which we attribute to the highly n-type

Figure 4. Broadening the growth temperature window of Sn-seeded
GaAs nanowires down to 455 °C by increasing the TMGa precursor
flow thus decreasing the V/III ratio at a fixed AsH3 molar fraction of
7.31×10−5. The proportion of vertically aligned GaAs nanowires
increases with increasing TMGa flow (see also supporting
information S4 (stacks.iop.org/27/215603/mmedia)).

Figure 5. (a), (b) 30° tilted view SEM image of GaAs nanowires
with a larger magnification inset grown in the CCS setup at 420 °C
under ‘optimized’ conditions with reduced radial overgrowth. (c), (d)
Overview and higher magnification TEM image of a representative
nanowire indicating the reduced overgrowth, the triangular cross-
sectional morphology (noticeable from the thickness fringes and
SEM images (a) and (b)), and the few rotational twins. The latter is
further supported by the SADP (e).
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doped core. The heavy doping shifts the Fermi level into the
conduction band, which increases the average recombination
energy and broadens the spectra. It should be noted that the
PL did not show any noticeable changes with excitation
power density apart from the intensity. In order to acquire a
rough estimate of the free carrier concentration we used the
Fermi-tail fitting method [27], taking into consideration
changes in the effective carrier mass and the bandgap renor-
malization. The carrier concentration is on the order of
1019 cm−3 for all the samples (figure 6(a)), which is consistent
with our estimation in the previous study that according to the
consumption of Sn nanoparticle during growth, the doping
density can be up to 1020 cm−3 [11]. Calculations of carrier
concentration for nanowires grown at different V/III ratios
show a trend of Sn incorporation which is more favorable on
the As sites with decreasing V/III ratio.

Our previous studies of GaAs nanowires grown at 500 °C
with a V/III ratio of 1.91 showed strong Esaki diode beha-
vior, with the C-doped p-type overgrowth (the shell) and the
heavily Sn-doped n-type core [11]. This complicates the
analysis further making an interpretation of the spectra not
trivial. The low energy shoulder at 1.48 eV can be caused by
crystal defects, such as rotational twins, where spatially
indirect recombination takes place [20]. However, PL mea-
surements show decreased intensity of the low energy
shoulder with increasing temperature (figure 6(b)), despite the
higher density of rotational twins. This makes the crystal
defects very unlikely to be the origin of the low energy
emission in our nanowires. As an alternative explanation we
speculate that it is related to carbon impurities in the p-doped
shell. This suggests that carbon incorporation decreases with
increasing V/III ratio as well as with increasing growth
temperature, both of which are consistent with layer growth
studies [28, 29]. It can also be related to other point defects

incorporated during the growth. The high energy peak cannot
be assigned to any optical transitions involving band-to-band
transitions. We speculate, that it may be related to states
created by Sn below the conduction band at the L point. The
L point has energy of 1.815 eV where the valence band
maximum is at 0 eV.

4. Summary and conclusion

In summary, we have investigated the growth of Sn-seeded
GaAs nanowires in detail by varying the temperature as well
as group III and group V precursor flows to further under-
stand the nanowire growth mechanism. The growth rate of
nanowires is strongly dependent on group III precursor sup-
ply (TMGa). High amounts of either TMGa or AsH3 flows
result in nanowire kinking, suggested to be caused by dif-
ferent mechanisms due to the composition change in the Sn
seed droplet during nanowire growth. Moreover the twin
plane formation in nanowires is found to be closely related to
V/III ratio and happens at low V/III ratio regardless of
whether group V or group III precursor is changed. We
demonstrate that vertical GaAs nanowires with reduced shell
growth can be obtained in a broadened temperature range by
adjusting the TMGa precursor flow together with decreasing
temperature, which could be attributed to a different effective
V/III ratio involved in the nanowire growth at lower temp-
erature. Furthermore, PL results reveal the temperature and
V/III dependence of carbon incorporation related doping and
confirm the high level of Sn-doping in the nanowires. Our
results could be used in order to grow highly n-type GaAs
nanowires without the use of Au seed particles or addition of
extra dopants for future device applications.

Figure 6. Low temperature PL results of GaAs nanowires as well as free carrier concentrations on the order of 1019 extracted from the Fermi-
tail fitting. (a) Spectra taken from nanowires grown at 500 °C but different V/III ratio. (b) PL spectra of nanowires grown at constant V/III
ratio at 1.91 but different temperatures. Broad spectra as well as blue-shifting with respect to the bandgap energy of GaAs indicates a high
doping level as well as a high concentration of defects. Black spectra is smoothed and grey is raw data.
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S1. GaAs nanowire length dependence on V/III ratio by varying TMGa flow 
 
Since the length of Sn-seeded GaAs nanowire is very sensitive to the TMGa precursor 
flow at 500°C, we carried out measurements on over 90 nanowires for each sample at 
different spots on substrate to acquire statistically representative data. As shown in 
figure S1.1, the length of nanowires is strongly dependent on the TMGa flow or 
inversely dependent on the V/III ratio. We did the same analysis for nanowires grown 
with increasing AsH3 flow as shown in figure S1.2, the length of nanowires first 
increases substantially, after a critical V/III ratio of 2.38 it starts to decrease with 
increasing AsH3 flow. 

 
Figure S1.1. The lengths of the nanowires are plotted against V/III ratio by increasing 
TMGa precursor flow while AsH3 is holding at a fixed molar fraction of 7.68×10-5. 
(Dotted line is inserted as a guide to the eye only.) 
 

 
Figure S1.2. The lengths of the nanowires are plotted against V/III ratio by increasing 
AsH3 precursor flow while TMGa is holding at a fixed molar fraction of 4.03×10-5. 
(Dotted line is inserted as a guide to the eye only.) 
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S2. Proportion of vertical nanowires on V/III ratio by varying AsH3 flow 
 
It is very interesting to note from the study of AsH3 precursor flow variation at 500°C 
that nanowire kinking is very closely related to the AsH3 flow when the TMGa 
precursor flow is fixed at 4.03×10-5. From figure S2, one can easily identify straight 
vertically aligned nanowire as a dot (more round appearance) if it has multiple twin 
planes or triangle if it possesses pure zinc blende crystal structure or only with very 
few twin planes. The yield of vertical nanowires is counted for different samples as 
can be seen from Table S1. 
 

 
Figure S2. Top view SEM images of nanowires grown with increasing AsH3 flow 
corresponding to figure 3 shown in the paper. 
 
 
 
Table S1. Proportion of vertical nanowires on V/III ratio by varying AsH3 flow 
 

V/III ratio 1.91 2.38 2.86 3.34 3.81 5.71 
Proportion of vertical 

nanowires(%) 
 

100 
 

100 
 

97 
 

94 
 

75 
 
0 
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S3. Top view of kinked nanowires with high AsH3 flow 
As can been seen from the top view image below for kinked nanowires grown at high 
AsH3 flow, most of the nanowires still remain the one-dimensional nanowire shape 
instead of forming clusters and growing straight after kinking happens in the 
beginning. 
 

 
Figure S3. Top view image of figure 3f, Sn seeded GaAs nanowires grown with high 
AsH3 flow and a V/III ratio of 5.71 
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S4.  Improved yield of vertical nanowires at 455°C 
 
By increasing the TMGa precursor flow stepwise at 455°C while holding the AsH3 
flow constant at 7.31×10-5 , the yield of straight vertical nanowires is improved. From 
figure S3, it is clear that the increment proportion of dots or triangles, which 
correspond to vertical nanowires, follows the increasing TMGa precursor flow. From 
this result, the temperature window for nanowire growth could be further broadened 
by simultaneous variation of the TMGa flow and a decrease of the growth 
temperature. 
 

 
Figure S3. Top view SEM images of Sn seeded GaAs nanowires grown at 455°C with 
increasing TMGa flow thus decreasing V/III ratio. 
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Abstract 

In	this	paper,	we	report	the	epitaxial	growth	of	defect-free	zincblende	structure	

InAs	nanowires	vertically	aligned	on	(111)A	substrate	using	in-situ	formed	Sn	

catalysts.	The	formation	of	the	in-situ	Sn	particles	has	been	investigated	and	the	

optimum	condition	has	been	used	for	InAs	nanowire	growth.	Transmission	

electron	microscopy	study	reveals	pure	zincblende	InAs	(111)A	nanowires	free	

from	stacking	defects	and	twin	planes.	Electrical	measurement	confirms	that	the	

resulting	InAs	nanowire	exhibits	high	n-doping	profile	which	is	due	to	the	

incorporation	of	Sn	particles	into	the	nanowire.	Moreover,	scanning	tunneling	

microscopy	excludes	the	possibility	of	thick	Sn	layer	segregation	on	the	

nanowire	surface.	This	work	provides	an	effective	approach	to	achieve	high	n-

doped	InAs	nanowire	while	simultaneously	controlling	the	nanowire	crystal	

structure.		

  

1. Introduction 

The epitaxial growth of III-V nanowires has been investigated over the past decades 

as they have great potentials of being used as building blocks for future electronic and 

optoelectronic devices. Au has almost been exclusively used for the growth of III-V 

nanowires since it has been the most successful and applicable seed material for all 

the III-V material system including InAs.[1] InAs is a versatile material since it has 

relatively narrow bad gap (0.36 eV) and high electron mobility (20000 cm2V-1 s-1) 

compared to most other III-V materials.  InAs nanowires have been used for the study 

of Majorana fermions, field effect transistors, quantum dots and photodetectors. [2–5] 

However, high doping of InAs nanowires remains difficult to achieve since usually 

highly-doped InAs nanowires come with significant change in the nanowire 



morphology like diameter and length [6][7]. Intentional doping for InAs nanowires 

can also have significant radial growth leading to a highly doped shell [8]. The crystal 

structure of the InAs nanowire could also become more defected with the 

simultaneous doping [8]. Au-seeded InAs nanowires are usually wurtzite or mixed 

structure, or in some cases zinc blende with frequent twins. [9] The random mixtures 

of wurtzite/zincblende segment also drastically degrade the electrical properties of 

InAs nanowires [10]. Moreover it is very difficult to grow pure zinc blende InAs 

nanowires using Au particles especially if narrow diameter or high aspect ratio 

nanowires are desired [11][12]. It has been reported that by using alternative seed 

particle like palladium, defect-free InAs nanowires can be achieved [13]. Previously 

we have reported Sn seeded pure zinc-blende GaAs nanowires at selected growth 

conditions with simultaneous self-doping from the catalyst Sn during the growth.[14] 

It would be interesting to see if this high purity zinc blende crystal structure observed 

for Sn-seeded GaAs would also apply to the InAs system and if the Sn particles can 

be incorporated into the nanowire and simultaneously achieve high doping level 

without changing nanowire morphology and crystal structure. 

In this paper, we have investigated in-situ formed Sn particles in the metal organic 

vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) reactor and InAs nanowire growth from these Sn 

particles. We have compared the Sn particles and InAs nanowires formed on InAs 

(111) substrates with different polarities namely (111)A and (111)B. The 

morphological, structural and compositional characterizations have been performed 

on the resulting (111)A nanowires. We have found that substrate polarity affects the 

formation of Sn particles resulting in different size, density as well as contact angle.  

Vertically aligned InAs nanowires with high-quality zincblende crystal structure can 

be grown on (111)A substrate.  In addition, electrical characterization and scanning 

tunneling micrscopy have been performed which indicate that the (111)A InAs 

nanowires are highly n-doped along the nanowire and there is no thick layer of 

segregated Sn or Sn oxide on the nanowire surface. 

 

2. Experimental details 

The epitaxial growth was performed with an Aixtron 3x2” close coupled showerhead 

(CCS) MOVPE reactor at a pressure of 100 mbar. Hydrogen was used as the carrier 

gas with a total flow of 8 l/min. Tetraethyltin (TESn) was used as the precursor for Sn 



particle deposition. For InAs nanowire synthesis, trimethylindium (TMIn) and arsine 

(AsH3) were used as the precursors.  

InAs (111)A and (111)B substrates were first heated to an annealing temperature of 

560 ºC in arsine (AsH3) background with a molar fraction of 2.5E-05. After 10 min 

annealing, samples were cooled to the desired particle deposition temperature (in the 

range of 490 ºC – 550 ºC) in arsine. Once the temperature had stabilized the molar 

fraction of AsH3 was changed to 2.8E-05 and a TESn flow with a molar fraction of 

4.3E-05 was introduced. Following 15 min Sn deposition, TESn was turned off and 

the temperature was ramped down to the desired growth temperature (in the range of 

455 ºC – 510 ºC) in arsine ambient. For Sn particle study, the sample was cooled 

down directly to room temperature in AsH3 ambient. Once the growth temperature 

was reached, trimethylindium (TMIn) was turned on with a desired molar fraction. 

InAs nanowires were grown for 40 min unless otherwise stated and then cooled down 

in AsH3 ambient.  

The InAs nanowire morphology was characterized by scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM; Hitachi SU8010 at 15 kV), crystal structure was characterized with 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM; JEOL 3000 at 300 kV), and composition 

was characterized by X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDX) in high-angle 

annular dark field scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM) mode. Samples were prepared for 

TEM analysis by mechanically breaking the nanowires near the base onto carbon 

film-coated Cu grids.  

For electrical characterization, nanowires were broken off from the growth substrate 

and transferred to a measurement chip with a micromanipulator under an optical 

microscope. The chip consists of a highly n-doped (P) Si covered with a 130nm thick 

thermally grown SiO2 insulation layer with predefined outer contacts. Low 

magnification SEM images were taken to select individual nanowires and a standard 

EBL lithography step was used to define two- and four- contact geometries on 

individual nanowires. The native oxide on the nanowires was removed at the contact 

areas through a wet etching step in a (NH4)2Sx : H2O - 1:9 solution at room 

temperature for 1min directly prior to metal contact evaporation. A metal stack of 

25nm Ni and 100nm Au was evaporated onto the chip followed by a lift off in acetone. 

The chip was glued and wire-bonded to a carrier chip to enable electrical 

measurements. The measurements were performed under vacuum conditions without 

illumination. 



In addition to that, Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and scanning tunneling 
spectroscopy (STS) was also performed on these nanowires to investigate whether Sn 
atoms segregate during growth to the outer surface of the nanowire. Nanowires were 
placed on a InAs(111)B substrate and cleaned by annealing in a flow of atomic H to 

390-410°C to remove native oxides [15]. 

 
3. Results and discussion 
 
In the following, we will discuss and compare the in-situ deposition of Sn particles on 

InAs (111)A and (111)B substrates, Sn seeded InAs nanowires growth on (111)A and 

(111)B substrates. The characterization and measurement are focused on the straight 

and vertically-aligned InAs nanowires on (111)A substrate. 

 

3.1 Study on the in-situ Sn particle formation  

 
To investigate the effect of temperature on Sn particle formation, we have performed 

the experiment by introducing AsH3 and TESn for 15min at 490 °C, 510 °C, 530 °C 

and 550°C  respectively on the InAs (111)A and (111)B substrate. Figure 1 shows 85 

degree tilted view of Sn particles formed on InAs (111)A surface in a, c, e and g as 

well as on InAs (111)B surface in b, d, f, h. 

The density and diameter of in-situ formed Sn particle distribution on InAs (111)A 

and (111)B substrates are shown in figure SI 1. Each sample was measured at 3 to 5 

different spots corresponding to 60 to 100 nanoparticles and the error bar represents 

standard deviation from the mean value. As can be seen from S1a, the diameter of Sn 

particles increases with temperature on both (111)A and (111)B substrates which is 

consistent with what has been observed for Sn nanoparticles formed on GaAs (111)B 

substrate [16]. The density measurements in figure SI 1b shows that the density of Sn 

particles formed on (111)B substrate is much larger than that on (111)A substrate no 

matter at which temperature they have been deposited. This could be due to the 

combined effect from multiple factor, for example, the sticking coefficient of Sn 

atoms and the nucleation barrier for the nuclei. 

In figure 1, the contact angle of Sn particles is measured from a newly proposed 

geometric model which is described in SI 2. In general the contact angle for particles 

on (111)B is larger than on (111)A substrate. It is not surprising considering the fact 

that (111)A surface has higher surface energy than (111)B, and the Sn particle prefers 



to wet the higher energy surface more which leads to a smaller contact angle on 

(111)A substrates. 

Furthermore, the density of Sn droplets formed on (111)A substrate is steady with 

increasing temperature which is about 1.1±0.2 /um2. The contact angle of the 

droplets increases from 49.7°±3 at 490°C to 59.7°±2 at 550°C. Contrarily, the 

density of Sn droplets on the (111)B substrate drops with increasing temperature 

which might be due to the Ostwald ripening and coalescence effect that the small 

droplets dissolve and incorporate into larger droplets. The contact angle of Sn droplets 

on (111)B substrate decreases from 73.9°±1 at 490°C to 60.6°±2 at 550°C. It is 

interesting that the contact angle of Sn droplets on (111)A and (111)B substrates 

becomes consistent at a temperature of 550C no matter the opposite trend observed 

with increasing temperature. Taking into account the Young’s equation at the particle-

substrate interface, 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 ∙ 𝛾!" + 𝛾!" = 𝛾!" , where 𝛽 denotes the contact angle of a 

droplet at the substrate and 𝛾!" , 𝛾!"  and 𝛾!"  represent the surface energy between 

liquid-vapor, solid-liquid and solid-vapor interface respectively. Since 𝛾!", which is 

the surface energy of liquid Sn droplet in our case, usually decreases with increasing 

temperature [19], the contact angle of the droplet should decrease, when the other two 

factors do not have temperature dependency, to meet the Young’s equation at the 

particle substrate interface. However, the reason for the opposite trend observed here 

on (111)A and (111)B substrate is not clear yet. According to Nebol’sin criterion, the 

contact angle should be larger than 90° for stable nanowire growth [20]. In the 

particle-substrate geometry, the contact angle of the particle could be smaller but still 

it should be larger or close to 90° to initiate nanowire growth. Hence we decide that 

the optimum condition for Sn droplets formation happens at 550°C where a moderate 

contact angle and uniform particle diameter can be obtained. 

 



 
Figure 1. Sn particles deposited on InAs 111A (left column) and 111B (right column) 
substrates with increasing temperature from 490°C to 550°C respectively. Figures are 
taken at 85° tilt. 
 
3.2 Study on InAs nanowire growth 

We next studied the epitaxial growth of InAs nanowires with Sn droplets deposited at 

550C on InAs (111)A and (111)B substrate. Figure 2 shows InAs nanowires grown 

with a V/III ratio of 91.6 at 455°C, 490°C and 500°C respectively. In general, the 

growth rate of InAs nanowires are much higher on (111)B substrate than on (111)A. 

However, straight and vertically aligned InAs nanowire can only be observed on InAs 

(111)A substrate at selected temperatures and conversely on InAs (111)B substrate, 

the nucleated nanowires are non-vertical and inclined together with substantial 

parasitic surface growth at the base of the nanowires. Hence, we will focus the study 

on the growth of straight and vertical InAs nanowires on InAs (111)A substrate.  

 
Figure 2. Sn seeded InAs nanowires grow on InAs (111)A and (111)B substrate with 
a constant V/III ratio of 91.6 at various temperatures. Straight and vertically-aligned 
InAs nanowires can be obtained at selected temperatures on InAs (111)A surface. 
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The effect from substrate temperature on the growth of InAs nanowires on (111)A 

substrate has been investigated where the V/III ratio is fixed constantly at 91.6. As 

shown in figure 3, the nanowire has been grown at a temperature from 455°C to 

510°C in 3a-e, successful nanowire growth can be observed only within 473°C to 

500°C in 3b-d. The suitable temperature range for Sn seeded InAs nanowire growth is 

much narrower compared to Au seeded InAs nanowires which can be from 380°C to 

500°C.[12][21] The nanowire axial growth rate slightly increases from 473°C to 

490°C, however at 490°C the nanowire growth rate is not uniform over the substrate. 

From 490°C to 500°C the axial growth rate drops with increasing radial growth on the 

nanowire sidewall. No obvious nanowire growth is observed at lower temperature of 

455°C and higher temperature of 510°C.  

There is also a strong edge effect observed for the sample in figure 3c as shown in SI 

3, where uniform InAs nanowire growth can be observed at the edge of the substrate 

where we expect more decomposition of the precursor can occur. This indicates the 

nanowire growth in substrate center could be limited by the total precursor flow, 

Based on this observation, InAs nanowires are optimized with double total flow at a 

temperature of 490°C with a V/III ratio of 91.6 as shown in figure 3f. Close to the 

base of the nanowire, it exhibits a hexagonal cross section for a length of about 

400nm, which is attributed to the radial overgrowth of the nanowire. Towards the top 

of the nanowire, the number of side facets changes from 6 to 3 resulting in a 

triangular cross section. This indicates that In diffusion length on InAs nanowire side 

facet is around 400nm. At the top part of the InAs nanowire where it has a triangular 

cross section, the side facets are proved to be  (112)A which is identical to Sn seeded 

GaAs nanowires.  

Transmission electron microscopy was used to characterize the nanowire grown at 

optimized condition as in figure 3f. From HRTEM and diffraction pattern in figure 4c, 

one can see that the nanowire is pure zincblende without any defects along the 

nanowire. The contrast in the Sn particle indicates phase segregation in the particle. 

XEDS results reveal that the particle at the tip consists mainly of Sn but also strong 

As signal. The bottom part of the nanowire which has more surface over-growth has 

unrelaxed strain as can be seen from the contrast in the dark field image. For Sn-

seeded GaAs nanowire growth, Sn particle remains at the tip with a flat interface, 

which is normal to the growth direction. However, in this case Sn particle seems to 

slide off from the tip of the nanowire and the interface between the seed particle and 



growth front seems to be tilted as shown in figure 4b. This has been observed by 

Wang et al [22], by manipulating the In composition in Au particle, the growth 

direction of InP nanowires can be switched between (100) and (111). After switching 

the growth direction back to (100), the Au particle sits at a tilted interface which is not 

perpendicular to the nanowire growth direction. In our case, the particle sliding is 

very likely coming from the cooling process after the nanowire growth when the 

TMIn precursor is turned off and the particle composition drifts from the growth 

composition. Within the investigated growth temperature window, TEM is used to 

investigate the crystal structure of representative nanowire. Interestingly, all of them 

show zinc blende crystal structure and no stacking defects can be observed. However, 

for Au seeded (111)B InAs nanowires, the growth in this temperature range usually 

leads to mixed crystal structure between zinc blende and wurzite. It has been observed 

that palladium seeded (110) InAs nanowires are also defect free zinc blende [13]. It 

has also been reported that defect-free Au-seeded GaAs nanowires can be achieved in 

(111)A direction [23]. It is very likely that the crystal structure of the nanowires is 

closely related to the nanowire growth direction. 

 
Figure 3. Growth of Sn seeded InAs nanowires on InAs (111)A substrate at constant 
V/III ratio of 91.6 with different temperatures (a) to (e). Suitable growth window is 
within 473°C to 500°C. Optimum InAs nanowire growth is achieved with double 
precursor flow for the growth of InAs nanowires at 490°C with V/III ratio of 91.6 (f). 
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Figure 4. Bright field overview TEM image of a single nanowire grown at 490 °C 
viewed along the ⟨110⟩ zone axes in a, with a higher magnification of the top part 
from the same nanowire shown in b. A pure ZB crystal structure can be recognized 
from characteristic diffraction pattern as well as high-resolution image in c. Dark-
field image and elemental mapping of the same nanowire in d and e. 
 

3.3 Electrical Characterization 

IV characteristics were taken from more than 20 nanowires in a voltage range of VD 

= ±10mV and a back gate voltage VG of ±15V. The IV- characteristics of a Sn seeded 

InAs nanowires reveal linear ohmic behavior as can be seen in figure X a). The 

contact resistance was determined to be lower than 100Ω. The nanowire geometry 

was approximated by a cylindrical model with an average diameter of the nanowire 

DNW and the nanowire length LNW between the contacts. The resistivity of the 

nanowire was calculated according to ρ=R*DNW2π/4LNW. The resistance R of the 

nanowires was determined through a linear fit of the IV- characteristic at a back-gate 

voltage of VG=0V. A resistivity in the range of 0.04 – 0.27 x 10-3Ω cm was 

calculated which is plotted in figure X b). The low resistivity of the nanowires proves 

the growth with Sn seed particle as a very efficient way to achieve high doping levels 

in InAs nanowires in comparison to other dopant sources [8][24]. Measurements of 

different segments of a single nanowire further show a uniform resistivity along the 

growth direction of the nanowire which confirms a uniform doping incorporation 

during growth. Back gated measurements show an n-type behavior of the nanowires 

however the influence of the gate voltage is very low which also confirms the high 

doping level. The highly n-doped Sn seeded InAs nanowires show beside their low 

resistivity also the capability to withstand high current densities J [8]. As shown in the 



inset in Figure X a) a nanowire with an average diameter of 75nm is able carry a 

current of ID=1.3mA which corresponds to a current density of JNW=2.9A/cm2.     

 
Figure 5: a. ID-VD sweep of a Sn seeded InAs nanowire at a back gate voltage VG = 
0V. The IV-characteristic shows linear contact behavior and very low resistance of 
the measured wire. The inset shows the IV-characteristic of a Sn seeded InAs 
nanowire with a diameter of 75nm measured up to a very high breakdown current of 
1.3mA. b. Nanowire resistivity plotted against nanowire diameter. The resistivity is in 
the range of 0.04 – 0.27 x 10-3Ω cm and shows no significant dependence on the 
diameter. Inset: Sb seeded InAs nanowire in a two point back gate geometry with Ni-
Au contacts (scale bar = 200nm)    
 

3.4 Surface Characterization by STM 

STM images in Figure 6 show that this procedure has been effective for both the 

oxide-free (a) InAs(111)B substrate and (b) (110) side facet of a Sn-seeded InAs NW. 

STS was then performed at various locations on these flat terraces by turning off the 

feedback loop of the STM and measuring the tunneling current between the tip and 

the sample while ramping the voltage. I-V curves for both the substrate (green 

triangles) and NW side facet (blue triangles) are shown in Fig 6 (c). The logarithmic 

of the current (absolute magnitude) as a function of tip bias is sensitive also to very 

small tunneling currents, which are obtained at small voltages close to the valence and 

conduction band (VB and CB) edges.  

For the InAs(111)B substrate the I-V curve shows a very small, but clearly detectable 

current even at small voltages, resulting in an apparent band gap of significantly less 

than 0.36 eV, the literature value for bulk InAs. This behavior can be attributed to the 

presence of surface states, which are expected for the polar (111)B surface. The I-V 

spectra from the (110) nanowire side facet, on the other hand, show a clear decrease 

of the current towards the VB (negative sample bias) and the CB (positive sample 

bias) onset, with an apparent band gap (area with no measurable current) amounting 

to 0.4 eV, which agrees well both with the InAs bulk band gap and with previous STS 



results from InAs(110) nanowire side facets [25]. The surface Fermi level is found to 

be located within the band gap, but closer towards the CB edge, corresponding to a 

weakly n-type behavior of the nanowire surface. This result is surprising insofar as 

electrical measurements showed n-type behavior of the NWs with high doping levels, 

and it indicates Fermi-level pinning at the NW surface. 

We performed additional STS on the topmost area of an InAs NW where the Sn seed 

particle should be and obtained much larger apparent band gaps. An STM overview 

of the NW indicating the position of the Sn particle is shown in Fig. 6(d). The 

resulting I-V curves taken at two different locations on or near this particle are shown 

in Fig. 6(e). The first trace (red crosses) shows an estimated Eg of 0.9 eV and the 

second (pink diamonds) a larger Eg approximated between 2-3eV. These STS traces 

are the result of single measurements unlike those in Fig. 6(c), so there is a larger 

uncertainty in these estimates. We do not know exactly the chemical composition of 

the surface of the Sn particle or the nearby particle-NW interface, but the observed 

band gaps may be representative of both SnO2 which has an Eg ≈ 3.6 eV and SnO 

that has an indirect band gap of 0.7eV [26]. This larger band gap behavior was only 

observed at the location of the Sn particle and not elsewhere on the NW sidewalls. 

Let us now come back to possible Sn segregation to the NW surface: In the case of 

extensive Sn clustering or the presence of a metallic Sn shell on the surface of the 

NW formed by extensive Sn segregation during growth, we would expect to see 

metallic behavior in the STS spectra, which we do not observe at all. We can also 

exclude the presence of a thick Sn oxide shell on the NW sidewall, which would 

result in larger band gap values than those obtained here. It should also be noted that 

any Sn oxides are stable until temperatures in excess of 1000°C and would thus be 

unaffected by the H cleaning process. We can also rule out substantial alloying of Sn 

with In since a thick shell of indium tin oxide (ITO), (74% In, 8% Sn, and 18% O2), 

would present a large Eg ≈ 4eV [27]. Instead, our STM measurements on flat NW 

sidewalls result in Eg values that are typical for InAs (110) facets. However, we 

cannot rule out the presence of a very thin layer (<1nm) of insulating Sn oxide, that 

would be transparent to the STS/STM investigation as electrons would tunnel through 

to probe/image the underlying InAs surface. In fact, such an ultrathin amorphous 

oxide layer could be the reason for the Fermi-level pinning within the band gap of the 

NW surface as observed by STS. It might further explain the absence of atomic 

ordering in the STM images (which, however, could also be due to the state of the 



STM tip). On the other hand, it cannot be thicker than one or two InAs atomic layers, 

as the nanowire sidewall imaged in Fig. ?(b) is still atomically flat with clear atomic-

scale surface steps. 

 
Figure 6. (a) InAs(111)B substrate and (b) side wall facet of an Sn-seeded InAs NW 
showing the clean (110) surface where STS measurements were taken from. (c) STS 
of a clean (110) top facet of a Sn-seeded InAs NW (blue) and of the InAs(111)B 
substrate (green). Seven (four) individual spectra from the same area were averaged to 
generate the shown NW (substrate) spectrum. (d) STM overview of the NW including 
the Sn particle. (e) STS of the Sn particle at the top of the NW show a larger 1-3 eV 
band gap. 
 
4. Conclusion 

We have investigated the growth of InAs nanowires seeded by in-situ formed Sn 

particles in MOVPE. We have found that the diameter, density and contact angle of 

the Sn particles formed on InAs (111)A and (111)B substrates are dependent on the 

deposition temperature. Sn seeded InAs nanowire growth has been performed and 

straight and vertical-aligned nanowires are found on (111)A substrate. TEM reveal 

that all the (111)A InAs nanowires have pure zincblende crystal structure without any 

stacking defects or twin planes. Electrical measurement confirms that the (111)A 

InAs nanowires are highly-doped. STM results exclude thick Sn and SnO layer on the 



nanowire side facet which indicates that Sn is uniformly incorporated into the 

nanowire which contributes to the high n-doping profile.  
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S1. Diameter and density distribution of Sn particles formed on InAs (111)A and (111)B 

substrate 

 

 

Figure S1: The diameter (a) and density (b) distribution of the in situ-formed Sn nanoparticles 

with respect to the growth temperature. The blue squares represent (111)B substrates and red 

crosses represent (111)A substrates. 

 

S2. Wetting angle extraction from tilted view images 

Here we explain how to measure the wetting angle of a spherical cap-shaped drop, thinner 

than a hemisphere, resting on a flat surface when the drop is viewed from an angle  

( ), where  corresponds to side view and  corresponds to top view. 

The system is illustrated in Fig. S2 
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, where all distances, vectors, and angles are indicated. The angle  is the sought wetting 

angle and the angle  is the projected contact angle, as directly observed in the view tilted by 

an angle . 

Now we construct the plane  with the normal , given by the 

equation . The wetting angle  is the angle between the vectors 

 and  and the angle  is the angle between  and . 

The key point in this analysis is that the vectors  and  both are orthogonal to . The 

vector  is given by the equations , , and a normalization condition 

=1. 

 

Fig. S2 Schematic image of a spherical cap resting on a surface. The height of the cap is  

and the radius of its bottom area is .  

As  we have established a relation for the three angles, 

 (S1) 

In principle we are done here. However, using a protractor to directly measure the angle  in 

e.g. a scanning electron micrograph is not very accurate. It is better to measure the distances. 
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So what remains is to express  in , , and . The standard equations for the geometry of a 

spherical cap give 

 
(S2) 

and correspondingly 

 
(S3) 

where  is defined in Fig. S3. It is, however, easiest to measure the total projected thickness, 

, just as the total width  is measured, see Fig. S3. As , we have that  

 (S4) 

Combining Eqs. S1, S3, and S4 yields a final expression for the wetting angle in terms 

of distances directly measured in a tilted view image where the tilt angle is , 

 
(S5) 

 

Fig. S3 Scanning electron micrograph of an Sn drop on an InAs (111)B surface. The tilt angle 

is .   

S3. Difference between the center and edge of growth substrate 
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Figure S4. Sn-seeded InAs nanowire growth at 490C with a V/III ratio of 91.6 in the center of 

the (111)A substrate as in a and at the edge as in b. 

S4.  STM overview image showing InAs nanowire side facets 

An STM overview image of an H-cleaned Sn-seeded InAs NW lying on an InAs(111)B 

substrate is shown in Fig. S5 (a). The observed broadening is a tip artifact often observed for 

STM imaging of nanowires. Observations of flat facets were rare though in some instances we 

observed highly vicinal (110) surfaces, shown by the close up STM image in (b). The NW 

sidewalls were more frequently observed to contain substantial roughness and in some cases 

as shown in (c) islanding typical for (111) surfaces. This supports the observation that the 

NWs contain (112) sidewalls which may be made up of small alternating (111)A/B 

surfaces.[1] These NWs required several rounds of atomic H cleaning for successful STM 

imaging, likely due to the highly faceted and rough nature of the (112) side walls which 

contain complex reconstructions difficult to image with STM. 

center edgea b
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Figure S5. STM images of the Sn seeded NW after H cleaning that exhibited a triangular 

shape (a) NW overview, (b) a highly stepped surface showing extremely small (110) terraces 

(c) islanding and rough surfaces of a NW. V=-2.3V, I=60pA. 
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Abstract 

It has been previously reported that the epitaxial growth of InAs nanowires can be 

initiated with Sn seed particle in Metal Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy(MOVPE). In 

this paper, we investigate the effect of precursor flows on the growth mechanism of 

Sn seeded InAs nanowire. We find that the nucleation of InAs nanowires from the 

growth substrate is a critical step for vertical nanowire growth. The nanowire 

nucleation rate decreases with increasing TMIn flow and increases with AsH3 flow. 

To understand this we have calculated an isothermal section of the ternary phase 

diagram for the Sn-In-As system. We find that the nucleation of InAs nanowires from 

Sn catalytic particles requires enough As content in the Sn particle to reach 

supersaturation.  

 

Introduction 

Previously, we have shown that with in-situ formed Sn droplets, it is possible to 

achieve highly doped pure zincblende GaAs nanowires with a C-doped p-type shell 

and a Sn-doped n-type core in the MOVPE system without the addition of extra 

doping precursors during nanowire growth [1]. It has been observed that the Sn 

droplet is gradually consumed and also incorporated into the GaAs nanowires during 

growth. Defect free zincblende GaAs nanowires can be achieved at selected growth 

conditions. Unlike Au seeded GaAs nanowires, in which usually a Ga rich Au particle 

is found during and after growth [2], an As rich Sn particle is identified after growth 

in this system which also indicates that Sn is more likely to alloy with As. Recently, 

we have managed to extend the use of Sn particle to the InAs system, which is of 

interest due to its high n-doped properties for electrical devices. However, the 

understanding of how Sn particle behaves in this system is still lacking. 

It is commonly accepted that for the growth of Au seeded GaAs or InAs nanowires, a 
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Au-Ga or Au-In alloy is active in initiating the nanowire growth. And it has been 

proven that the solubility of As in Au nanoparticle is extremely low compared to the 

group III element. From binary phase diagrams of Au-Ga and Au-In, one can see that 

there are several intermetallic compounds including Au2Ga, AuGa, and AuGa2 in the 

former case [3] and in the latter case Au4In, Au10In3, Au3In, Au7In3, AuIn and 

AuIn2[4]. In both cases the terminal phases are the solid group III solution (Ga or In) 

and the pure (Au). While for binary phase diagram of Au-As, there are no 

intermetallic compounds available at room temperature and above the eutectic point at 

636C, everything becomes liquid.  

In the binary phase diagram of Sn-Ga, the eutectic point is at 30C and no compound 

form exists [5] which is very similar to the Au-As binary phase diagram. But in the 

Sn-In system, there are two compounds available, namely In0.75Sn0.25 and 

In0.2Sn0.8 with pure (In) and pure (Sn) as terminating phases [6]. The Sn-As system 

consists of two intermetallic compounds, AsSn and As3Sn4. The terminal phases are 

the solid solution (As) and the pure (Sn) [7]. The Sn-As phase diagram is comparable 

to the Au-Ga/In phase diagram. In the case of Sn seeded GaAs nanowires, it is 

assumed that an effective Sn-As liquid alloy facilitates the nanowire growth and from 

the perspective of phase diagram there are also intermetallic compounds of Sn-As 

existing. Considering the fact that there also exist intermetallic compounds of Sn-In in 

the phase diagram, thus it would be interesting to see in the growth of InAs nanowires, 

if Sn behaves more like Au which would alloy with In or it’s identical in the case of 

Sn seeded GaAs nanowires where Sn is more likely to alloy with As. 

 

Experimental methods: 

Nanowire growth is performed using InAs (111)A substrates placed in an Aixtron 3x2” 

close coupled showerhead (CCS) reactor at a pressure of 100 mbar, a total flow of 8 

l/min. Substrates are first heated to an annealing temperature of 560 ºC in arsine 

(AsH3) background with molar fraction 2.5E-05. After 10 min annealing, samples are 

cooled to 525 ºC in arsine. Once the temperature has stabilized AsH3 is changed to 

2.8E-05 and a TESn flow with molar fraction 4.3E-05 is introduced. Following a 15 

min deposition unless specified otherwise, TESn is turned off and the samples cooled 

to the desired growth temperature (in the range 455 – 510 ºC) in arsine ambient. Once 

growth temperature is reached, trimethylindium (TMIn) is turned on with a desired 

molar fraction. Nanowires are grown for 40 min unless otherwise stated.  
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Morphology is characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Hitachi SU8010 

at 15 kV). 

 

Results and discussion 

The formation of Sn particles on InAs substrates has been studied and discussed 

elsewhere. It has been decided that the optimized condition for Sn particle formation 

is at 560C and the density of formed Sn droplets is 1.2±0.2 /um2. In the section, we 

focus on the effect of V/III ratio on InAs nanowire nucleation and growth.  

 

Growth of InAs nanowires 

The growth of InAs nanowires has been performed from Sn droplets with 

Trimethylindium and AsH3 as precursors. The growth of InAs nanowires behave very 

differently on InAs (111)A and (111)B substrate, which will be discussed in details 

elsewhere. Here, we will focus the discussion on InAs nanowire growth on (111)A 

substrate. It has been studied that the suitable temperature range for Sn seeded InAs 

nanowire growth is between 473C to 500C. Here the effects from vapor V/III ratio on 

the growth of InAs nanowires at 473C are investigated. The V/III ratio is varied by 

both altering TMIn flow rate at a fixed AsH3 flow rate and vice versa. 

 

For Sn seeded InAs nanowires, the V/III ratio can be tuned within a wide range from 

61.1 to 366.5, which interestingly is much higher than the V/III window for Sn-

seeded GaAs and in fact very comparable to Au-seeded InAs [8].  

The effect of TMIn on the growth of InAs nanowire is investigated by varying the 

molar fraction of TMIn from 7.3E-6 to 1.2E-6 at a constant AsH3 flow of 4.4E-4 at 

470C. The equivalent V/III ratio is from 61.1 to 366.5.  As shown in figure 1, the 

density of nucleated InAs nanowires increases dramatically with decreasing TMI flow 

thus increasing V/III ratio. At a V/III ratio of 183.2 and higher up to 366.5, the 

nucleation rate from Sn particles is close to 100% which resulting in a nanowire 

density of 1.2±0.2/ um2. When increasing TMIn flow resulting a V/III ratio in the 

range of 91.6 to 122.2, the nucleation rate drops about 20%. With further addition of 

TMIn flow into the reactor, only 40% to 50% of the Sn droplets lead to successful 

nucleation of InAs nanowires. It could be that for successful nanowire nucleation 

from Sn droplets, only a limited amount of In content in the particle is required. When 

In reaches its threshold condition in the Sn droplets, the particle will become an In 
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rich droplet which can change the contact angle between the droplet and the substrate 

which might hinder the nucleation of the nanowires. 

Moreover, it seems that the growth rate of the InAs nanowires is also closely 

associated with TMIn flow. At high TMIn flow figure 1a, the length of nanowires is 

more uniform compared to the nanowires at low TMIn flow figure 1f where there is a 

big variation in the length of the nucleated nanowires.  

 
Figure 1. Sn seeded InAs nanowire growth with varied TMIn flow at constant AsH3 
flow corresponding to V/III ratio from 61.1 to 366.5. 
 

In order to understand the nucleation and growth of the nanowires in figure 1f, a 

series of experiments are conducted by shortening the growth time stepwise from 

40min to 5min while keeping the other growth parameters constant as shown in figure 

2. As can be seen from figure 2, the critical nucleation time is around 5min. From 

10min to 40min, the length of the longer nanowires increases while the length of short 

nanowires does not seem to change with growth time. It might be that after the critical 

nucleation time, the nanowire growth rate is limited by TMIn precursor flow. 

61.1 73.3

91.6 122.2

183.2 366.5
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Figure 2. Time series for Sn seeded InAs NW growth at V/III ratio of 366.5. 

 

In order to study the effect of AsH3 flow, InAs nanowire growth is performed with 

varied AsH3 flow from 3.3E-4 to 6.7E-4 at while keeping TMI flow constant at 4.9E-

6 at 470C. As can be seen from figure 3, the V/III ratio is changed in the range of 31.4 

to 137.4. Within the V/III range between 68.7 and 137.4, InAs nanowires have 

identical nucleation rates and growth rate. It seems that AsH3 has very little effect on 

nanowire nucleation and growth. However, with lower AsH3 flow rate which 

corresponding to lower V/III ratio, the nucleation rate of the nanowires drops 

drastically and eventually at a V/III ratio of 31.4, there is no vertical nanowires can be 

observed. At lower V/III ratio, there is more parasitic surface growth instead. This 

phenomenon is consistent with the trend that has been observed when varying the 

TMIn flow. At lower AsH3 flow, which means lower V/III ratio, there might be more 

TMIn precursor available in the vapor and more In adatoms diffusing on the substrate 

and also incorporated into Sn droplets. However, the excess accumulation of In in Sn 

droplets destroys the balance between the group III and group V elements in the 

particle. This can be explained by the ternary phase diagram of the Sn-In-As system. 

In figure 4, we show an isothermal section calculated at 473C with the data in ref [7]. 

Here it can be seen that for In concentration higher than approximate 4%, the As 

solubility rapidly decreases from around 15% to approximately 2% for pure In. This 

decrease in solubility is most pronounced for low value of In component, that is when 

In is increases from 4% up to 20%. Thus, an increased amount of In can make it more 

difficult to supersaturate the particle. Since the contact angle and surface energy are 

5min 10min

20min 40min
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associated with the particle composition, the abundant In in the droplet eventually 

kills the nanowire nucleation. 

 
Figure 3. Sn seeded InAs nanowire growth with varied AsH3 flow resulting in V/III 
ratio from 31.4 to 137.4. 
 

 
Figure 4. Calculated ternary phase diagram of Sn-As-In system at 473C which is the 

growth temperature.  

Based on what has been observed, it seems that in Sn seeded InAs nanowire growth 

the flow of TMIn precursor plays a very crucial role. In the nucleation step of the 

nanowire, TMIn has a poisoning effect on it. However, after successful nucleation 

from the Sn droplets, TMIn flow has an impact on the growth rate of the nanowire. To 

prove this, InAs nanowires are grown with a two-step growth approach, 5min 

nucleation at V/III ratio of 366.5 followed by 35min growth at V/III ratio of 61.1. As 

seen in figure 4, the nucleation rate of the nanowire is around 50% compared to Sn 

68.7 91.6

114.5 137.4

31.4 51.5
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droplets formed on bare InAs substrate. Moreover the length of the nanowires is about 

twice of that grown at a V/III ratio of 61.1. This indicates that the nucleation step at a 

higher TMIn flow which means a lower V/III ratio is more difficult and takes longer 

time compared to the nanowires which nucleate at lower TMIn flow. 

 
Figure 5. Sn seeded InAs nanowires nucleate for 5min at V/III ratio of 366.5 and 
grow for 35min at V/III ratio of 61.1. The scale bar in the magnified view is 200nm. 
 
In summary, Sn seeded InAs nanowire growth on InAs 111A substrate has been 

demonstrated. The In content in Sn particle is of high significance during the growth: 

in the nucleation stage high In content in the Sn particle has a poisoning effect on the 

nanowire, once the nanowires are nucleated In has a big contribution in the InAs 

nanowire growth rate. By employing a two-step growth approach, where the nanowire 

nucleate at a high V/III ratio and grow at a relatively low V/III ratio, InAs nanowires 

can be grown with a good trade-off between the nucleation rate and growth rate. 

  

1μm
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